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PREFACE 
When I was assigned the task of preparing a new instructional 
television series for a computer programming course, I really had no 
notion of what a challenging and rewarding experience the project 
would become. tt required a fantastic amount of work, a great deal 
of patience, and untold perseverance from all of the many people in• 
. \ 
volved ln the enterprise. Every~ne cooperated splendidly, however, 
. \ 
~d the project was successfully completed approximately a year from 
t~e time of its beginning. 
Tblre are so ma~y people to whom expressions of gr•titude are in 
order. Fir~t I wish to thank Dr. Donald Fisher, Head of the Department 
of Computing and Information Sciences, who init:lated the project and 
graciously allowed me to· take over the task of developing it. He gave 
me his full suppo~t with helpful suggestions and guidance, special 
commendations, and released time from my regular duties. I am also 
"· 
gr,ateful for my assistantship provided by the D~partment during my 
graduate program. .. ...... 
Then I wish to thank the rest of th• teaching team, Ellen Wood, 
and Carl Provence, who assisted directly in the preparation of mater-
ials and in the making of the video tapeJ. I ~ish also t.o thank Pat 
Park, the departme~tal sec:retary, for th• hundreds of pages of typing 
ti.e .~lie did so beautifull~ for the project, 
Then there are the many people with the Oklahoma State University 
Educational Television Services (ETS). Ken Lane. the producer-director 
Iv 
of the series, did a masterful job with the production. He had many 
helpful ideas for making the series better; he was also patient in 
receiving my ideas and procedµral changes - even the last minute ones. 
There are others: Marshall Allen, Head of ETS, who gave words of en· 
couragement and contributed ideas; Frank Gibbons, formerly ~ith ETS, 
' 
who designed the set; Roger Bolton. Art Director, who designed and 
executed.roost of the visual materials; Charles Stacey, who prepared 
and managed the studio and did much of the photographic work; Wilbur 
I ' ' 
Brakhag' and Paul Smith, engineers. who worked pati,ently to make the 
equipment do what we needed and wanted; and Judy Vermeire, secretary, 
who relayed many messages and offered encouragement. 
There are three people who contributed valuable ideas and assist~ 
ance in the experimental study: Dr. William Rambo, Or. Robert Means, 
and Dr. Larry Alexander. 
My committee chairman, Dr. Kenneth Wiggins, has helped me freely 
in the preparation of this thesis and in many other personal ways. 
Hi• int,rest in me has been especially s.ignJ..f.ic.an.t .. ln my: ent.lre. g.r.ad.-. . 
u.ate program. I wish to express .appreci~fon to t.he re.st of my commit• 
tee, Or. Craig Wood, Dr. Gene Post, and Dr. Henry Johnston, for their 
time and efforts in my behalf. The entire committee has been generous 
in th•ir help. 
Th' University Computer· Center also made a contribution in sup· .. 
plying a television camera and a typewriter terminal; Bill Accola 
coopera~ed with me in scheduling the equipment. In addition, Iris 
McPherson of the Center ran the statistical analyses on the computer 
for me. 
I wish to thank Donald Ely for his helping me with the analysis 
v 
of the data. 
I 111Ust also thank Dr. o, c. Dermer, Dr. Horacio Mottola, and Dr. 
Thomas Moore~ alrl of tP,e Department o~ Chemistry, for their considera• 
' 
tion, understanding, friendship, and help throughout my graduate pro• 
I cannot omit the hundl'eds of students, and especially the stu"' 
dents i~ the experimental section, who have been through the new series 
and w•r' asked several times for evaluations and conmentso The splen .. 
did cooperation of the students in the experimental section is espec-
ially appreciated. Bill Alexander helped me with administrative de· 
tails qf the experimental ••ct ion. 
Finally, I wish to t~Gl)k Gwen and Ralph Jones - Gwen for typing 
this thesis for me, and Ralph for his loving friendship, support, and 
encouragement. 
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INTRODUCTION 
. Purpose and Scope of the· Study 
I~ general, students exhibit a rather negative attitude toward 
tne use of instruc.tional television at the college level. One reason 
for this is that the real potential of television a~ a teaching medium 
has rarely been exploited. Many applications of' television in the 
cla$sroom have been framed in the same format that ~s used in the 
traditional lecture, and only the ability of televi~ion to transport 
and 111Ultiply the visage and voice of the instructor is utilizedo 
Williams (43) has suggested that it seems reasonable to suppose 
that an instructional television series that is designed around the 
special capabilities of television should be able to do a better job 
of teaching certain types of material than the conventional lecture 
method. Student attitudes toward television should be at least rela• 
tively good if televi.sion teaching is interesting and informative and 
wastes as little ·as possible of the students• time. 
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that an inst?\lctional 
television series, designed with careful consideration of what tele-
viflion is and is not able to do, can elicit a favorable response from 
students. 
The scope of the study is limited to the production of a new tele-
vision series for a computer programming course and a measure of 
1 
students' attitudes toward the series. 
Background for the Study 
For approximately three years during the period of 1967 to 1970 
the beginning computer programming course (Computer Science 2112) at 
the Oklahoma State University was taught using instructional televiG 
sion (ITV). The course was structured with a television lesson once 
a week and a two~hour laboratory once a week. The television lessons 
were done in a conventional lecture format. 
2 
Student response to the television series was quite negative as 
evidenced by a high rate of absenteeism, a high percentage of sleepers 
among those who did attend, and constant complaining on the part of 
the students that the TV class was a waste of time. Results of a 
questionnaire that was given at the end of the last semester in which 
the TV series wa$ used (Spring Semester, 1970) indicated something of 
the negative attitude of the students. Only 85% of the respondents 
said that they attended the TV class with any regularity. Only 35% of 
the respondents indicated that they thought that the TV lessons were 
informative, while a small 11% felt that the TV lessons were interest-
ing. Respondents indicated by 12% that they preferred a TV class to 
a "live" classo 
The old TV series clearly had serious shortcomings that made its 
use as a teaching medium of questionable value. As plans for the fut-
ure use of instructional television in the course were being consider-
ed, certain basic questions had to be ~swered. Can television in· 
structlon be used for teaching computer prograrrmlng? Is it possible 
to design a television series in computer prograrmning that will be 
both informative and interesting? What must be done in order to pro• 
duce such a television series, if indeed one.can be produced? 
3 
In answer to the first question, a long period of deliberation 
turn~d up no particular reason why television instruction could not be 
us•d for teaching comput'r programming. A significant reason for using 
instructional television was the large enrollment in the course and the 
use of graduate assistants as instructors. By using television i~­
struction for presenting.the basic material in the course and then let-
ting graduate assistants develop the material given in the TV lessons, 
th• cou:rse could be fairly well standardized for au the stude~ts. In 
additio~~ television could be used quite effectively for showing close~ 
; 
up' of computer cards and output and for showing computer equipment in 
op•ration to large numbers of students. 
t· . . 
Th' answer to the second question was more difficult. What cri· 
teria sl?-9uld :be· used in characterizing the words informative. and inter-
est lag? As a working description of informative, it was decided that 
an informative presentation should be characterized at least by a 
clear, concise, well organized presentation that is easy to follow and 
t6 understand. A presentation that is interesting .. shou,ld be charac-
actertzed at least as grasping the student's attention and holding it 
throughout the lesson and motivating the student to learn material that 
ls challenging, but still comfortable. A preliminary investi"gation of 
possible ways of achieving the objectives; of int1restty and informa-
~ seemed to indicate an affirmative answer to the basic question 
under considerati9n; there are ways of making an instructional tele-
vision series both informative and interesting. 
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The third question was, of course, the most difficult of all to 
answer. The details of exactly how to produce a series that would 
achieve the objectives were rather elusive, but intuition coupled with 
trial and error did in fact reveal a workable solution. A detailed 
description of methods used to achieve the objectives is given in 
Chapter III. 
A new television series was produced and taped during the first 
eight months of 1970 and was used experimentally during the Summer 
Session of 1970a The response of the students was greatly encouraging. 
The same questionnaire that was given to the students taking the old 
series during the previous Spring Semester was given at the end of the 
Summer Session. In sharp contrast to the results of the previous 
group, 98% of the summer group indicated that they attended the TV 
class with regularity, An exciting 90% of the respondents indicated 
that they thought that the TV lessons were informativej while 83% felt 
that the TV lessons were interesting. Perhaps most surprising was the 
48% that indicated a preference for a TV class over a "live" class. 
These preliminary results indicated that the objectives were be~ 
ing fulfilled to an encouraging degree. Revisions were made in the 
series in order to improve the quality and to remove glaring errors in 
both the material and the presentation~ The series in its final form 
was then used during the Fall Semester of 1970~ 
Again the same questionnaire was given to the students at the end 
of the Fall Semester. The results, while not so strongly positive as 
those of the Summer Session, were very encouraging. Of those respon-
ding, 92% said that they attended the TV class with regularity, and 
611. of the respondents indicated that they thought that the TV lessons 
were informative, while 41X felt that the TV lessons were interesting. 
Indicating a preference for a TV class over a ., live" class were 32'1. of 
the respondentso 
The results of the questionnaire for the three groups cited are 
summarized in Table I. 
TABLE I 
SOME RESULTS OF A QUESTIONNAIRE SAMPLING STUDENTS' 
RESPONSES TOWARD TV INSTRUCTION IN A BEGINNING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING COURSE 
'· Old TV·· New TV 
Series Series 
Spring 70 Summer 70 Fall 
Attended class regularly 85'1. 981. 92'1. 
Thought TV lessons wex:e informative 35'7. 90'7. 61'1. 
Thought TV lessons were interesting 11'7. 83'7. 41'1. 
Expressed preference for TV class 
over conventional class 12'7. 48'7. 32'7. 
70 
Since the preliminary results of using the new TV series with two 
groups suggested that the original objectives of producing informative 
5 
and interesting TV lessons were being achieved to an enco~raging degree, 
a formal study was undertaken during the Spring Semester of 1971 in 
order to determine whether student attitudes were favorable toward the 
·.. ' 
TV series. The experimental procedure, the experimental group, and the 
data collected during the semester are discussed in Chapter IV. Sevc 
eral hypotheses, relating prior exposure to instructional television, 
and attitude as measured by attendance data, to some attitudinal and 
performance variables, are tested and discussed in Chapter V, along 
i.,. 
with some hypotheses. correlating certain attitudinal and pe~formance 
variables. Conclusions that may be drawn from the study an.d implica-
tions regarding the future of instructional television at the college 
level are discussed in Chapter VI. 
.6 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Int reduet:i on 
In the early 1950's when commercial television was beginning to 
take hold across the nation, the possibilities of the use of television 
in the educative process began to be explored and implemented. The 
educational television (ETV) stations began to make their appearanceo 
I. 
Thh venture was launched with practically no money behind it - a 
condition.that too often has prevailed throughout the entire experi-
ment. The closed ... circuit television (CCTV) systems sprang up on some 
university campuses, and television teaching "in house" /was begun. · 
Some educators, pressed by the great surge in enrollment in higher 
education, increasing costs of education, and the shortage of teachers, 
acc~pted the notion that instructional television (ITV) would alleviate 
the difficulties faced by institutions of higher learning. The CCTV 
system$ faced the same basic problem of the educational television 
stations, however~ being for the most part poorly funded and inade .. 
quately staffed. Gilkey (8) cites the lack of money as a major reason 
for the failure of television to meet the needs of education. 
The next decade ushered in at its beginning and out at its end 
the great educational experiment with televisiono Numerous studies 
were initiated in the utilization of television for teaching a variety 
7 
of subjects to a variety of students from preschool children through 
adults. For the most part» these experiments used the conventional 
classroom lecture transmitted through the medium of television; this 
fact ts of great importance in evaluating the impact of television 
teaching .. a fact whose implications are generally ~vedooked. There 
were other uses, however» besides the televised lecture, t00st notable 
of which was the use of television in demonstrations such as one might 
find in science classeso 
Of necessity the scope of this review must be limited primarily 
to the use of television at the college and university level. A 
further restriction is imposed by the exclusion of publtc broadcast 
television. In many areas, however, public television and instruc~ 
tional television overlap. The primary concern of this review is to 
summarize the two decades of instructional television of the closed-
clreuit type employed at the college and university level. 
Selected Studies 
8 
The studies that have been reported in the use of CCTV .for instru .. 
ctional purposes constitute a vast at00unt of literature. There are at 
least two notable review articles summarizing much of the literature; 
these are by McKeachie (22) and by Chu and Schramm (S)o 
The review by McKeachie was published in 19630 Special attention 
ts given to the use of instructional television at Pennsylvania State 
University~ New York University, and Miami University. A number of 
variables were investlgated9 such as class size, the use ef visual 
materials» student achievement 9 student attentivenessp student atti-
tudes, student ability~ faculty attitudes~ and subject matter taught. 
Some conclusions that were drawn from these studies follow: Class 
size bears no relationship to learning; use of visual materials seemed 
to be less effective than a "straight" televised lecture; achievement 
of stud-nts seemed as good as those taught by conventional methods; 
students paid little attention to the television monitors, indicating 
that most of the learning took place through audi.o stimuli or through 
some other source; students were generally negative toward television 
teaching; student abi 11 ty and student evaluation of ITV were inversely 
I 
r~lated; attitude of faculties was generally negative; levels of 
acJ;itevepwmt and attitudes of students se.emed unrelated to subject 
matt~r. The most general conclusion that can be drawn from these 
studies is that there is "n,o signiHcant difference" between the 
l$arntng of students by conventional teaching methods and by instruc• 
tiond television, even though attitudes were generally negative. 
McKeachie stated his co1'clusion this way: 
Taking the results of all research on television instruction, 
we feel safe in concluding that televisic:m instruction for a 
complete course is inferior to classroom lectures in col1111uni-
ca.Ung information11 developing critical thinking, changing 
attitudes~ and arousing interest in a subject, but that this 
inferiority is probably not gre~t o o • o When one weighs 
heavily the. necessity for accommodating higher education to 
large numbers of students 9 however, the differences between 
television and conventional instruction seem very smallo 
McKeachie footnotes one additional comment of great importancei 
Note that most research has dealt with television as a sub~ 
stitute for conventional instruction •. The potential of tele~ 
vision as a tool for enriching classroom'teaching has not been 
assessed. 
The review by Chu and Schramn (5) is rather more favorable in its 
9 
evaluation of instructional television. The authors,, unlike McKeachie, 
10 
review the full gatt11t of instructional television utilizationo Of 
particular importance is the finding that there was an inverse rela-
tionship between the level of schooling and favorable attitudes toward 
instructional television. Lack of twoQway communication (feedback) 
i!":! ; ' 
1~ cittd as on- possibl~ explanation for this~ but they conclude that 
r 
lack of feedback does not necessarily seem to handicap learning. As 
the material becomes more complicated9 however, inability to question 
the teacher may become significant in reducing the effectiveness of 
....... 
learning from instructional television. The authors discuss the 
ap?lic~tion of a technique found useful in programmed instruction, 
testing and revising television lessons in order to overcome to some 
extent the problem of lack of feedback. The taking of notes may 
interfere with learning from television instruction~ if the tele~ 
lessons are improperly structured. Some of the conclusions of Chu 
and Schranm are sutrmarized in the fo !lowing quotations: 
For one thhlg~ it has· become "clear that there is no longer 
any reason to raise the question whether instructional 
television can serve as an efficient tool of learning. 
This is not to say that it always does. But the evidence 
is now overwhelming that it can~ ~under favorable cirm 
cumstances 9 doeso This evidence now comes from many 
countires 9 from studies of all age levels from preschool 
to adults~ and f:rom a great variety of subject matter and 
learning objectiveso The questions worth asking are no 
longer whether students learn from it 9 but rather, (1) 
do•s the situation call for U:? 'and (2) how» in the given 
situation~ can it be used effective~y? 
Beyond those larger considerations& the research seems 
to suggest that effective use of television grows out 
of attention to the basic requirements of good teaching, 
rather than to any fanciness that might be peculiar to 
television. The q~alities that emerge fro~ the research 
described o •• are qualities like simplicity~ good or~ 
ganization, motivation., pra~tice~ knowledge of results, 
rest pauses at appropriate po~nts 9 cues that direct the 
pupil to the essential things he is to learn ••• o 
. 
Teaching on television can be as interesting or as unln~ 
teresting as most classroom teaching; and we ought to know 
enough now about the qualities of good teaching~ and have 
enough experience with bringing resources to bear on pre~ 
paring good television classes~ to reduce the proportion 
of uninteresting teaching to a minimum. 
' Chu and Schramm, like McKeachie~ point out an important key to 
understanding the overall lack of success of instructional television. 
Th~re are sufficient number of favorable reactions in the 
higher academic levels, and a sufficient number of unfavo~ 
able ones in the lower grades, to lead us to suspect that 
th~ way television is used~ rather than the grade level~ 
controls the attitude. 
11 
In this same line of thinking, Guba and Snyder (13) ~ in a detailed 
study involving utilization of instructional television in elementary 
schools 9 point out that the chief shortcoming of television in the 
classroom is the unimaginative "gray curtain" effect of instructional 
television; the real capabilities that television has to offer are 
rarely used. 
A detailed study of CCTV used in teaching an introd~ctory busi· 
ness course at Indiana State University is reported by Harrington and 
Knoblett (14) a The authors concluded tha.t "students_ bt the.. experiment .. 
al· group generally achieve at .a lower level t.han pr.e.dict.ed .and lower 
than comparable students in the control groupott It is important to 
take note of the fact that the television lessons consisted of simply 
televising a classroom~type lecture. 
R~wls and Rawls (32) report a study !n the use of CCTV for teaching 
educational psychology at Louisiana State University. They summarized 
tqeir findings as follows~ 
Results indicated that there were no significant differences 
in achievement and retention of students taught by conven~ 
tional and televised instructiono Students in general helq 
highly unfavorable attitudes about television instruction 
and strongly preferred the conve~tional classroom approacho o 
o • Students paid little heed to the image on the screen 
and were observed looking in the dire~tion of a television 
set only 2oi of the time; students in conventional classes 
looked at the lecturer 42'7. of the time .. 
As in the previous study cited$ the television instruction cone 
si•ted merely of a televised classroom~type lecture" In this regard, 
the auttiors point out that 
it appears on the surf ace that televised instruction might 
be readily replaqed by the tape recorder. An obvious alterm 
native explanation~ of course, is that the visual medium was 
not used to full advantage .. 
Sosie_ suggestions for improving the course and criticisms of the 
course are reported. Graduate students assisting in the television 
classes reacted as follows: 
(1) Utilize m:>re visual aids, demonstrations, attention~ 
getting devices~ etc. 
(2) Make use of outside speakers and guest lecturerso 
(3) Provide mre camera positions. 
(4) Have lecturers watch themselves on the monitorso 
Student' in the television classes reacted as follows: 
(1) More visual aids and demonstrations are needed. 
(2) Guest lecturers and outside speakers should be 
providedo 
(3) More communication with lecturers is neededo 
(4) There should be more explanation and discussion 
of televised lectureso 
(5) More inflection and range of voices are needed. 
(6) The lectures are too impersonalo 
The authors conclude their article with these words: 
Certainly o o • televised :instruction sh~uld not be used 
to espouse or implement conventional fnstruction but to 
provide instruction which conventional methods cannot. 
Moss (26) reports on the use of instructional television in the 
teaching of English literature~ both on public television as well as 
on CCTVo He records some student reactions to the CCTV used in the 
classroom. 
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You might as well mimeograph these lectures and have us 
read them • • • • Television has fantastic potential for 
enriching a lesson - photography, sound effects, music, 
characterization, prints, etc. Why •• ·• didn't they use 
them? One important thing [is lacking] • imaginationo 
Some suggestions for improving the television lessons were 
lo More audiovisual aids. 
2. Use of costumes, sets, etco 
3. Professional readers. 
4. Color. 
5. Better camera work (roore imaginative) 
Moss makes these crutial observations regarding the utili· 
zation of the full potential of instructional television: 
The challenge lies in employing roore creatively that medium's 
unique capabilities - not to be content, that is, merely 
with a taped recording of conventional "background" fact13 or 
undeveloped themes. The loss of the classroom's immediacy 
must be compensated for by more than an occasional use of 
slides or other simple audiovisual techniques. 
The televised offerings must be carefully designed to 
penetrate the coldness of the picture tube and the 
pa$siv1ty of the viewing audie.nce. · 
The goal of instructional television should be to guide 
thought, not to circulate information or undeveloped 
generalities. 
Several studies have been done which investigate students' 
attitudes and responses toward IlV. Becker .(2) found, using galvanic 
skin response, push~button response, and pencil response, that the 
interest in the 1V lesson indicated by the student had little to do 
with how well the student learned. 
! 
We conclude that whether the student in the classroom 
finds what he is viewing interesting or tension arousing 
has little to do with the new knowledge he will gain 
from that viewingo 
Janes (17) investigated response to the use of IlV in terms of 
preexistlng attitudes which the students brought into the clasaroom • 
authoritarianism, self"'confidence, and intelligence scoreso 
13 
The results of the study suggest that none of these 
particular qualities ••• operate to inhibit student 
learning predicted on televised instruction. 
All measures showed a positive statistical correlation 
with preference for televised lectures. 
o •• The evidence does indicat' that a course which 
presents the subject matter to beginning undergraduates can 
be organized effectively around a televised presentation. 
None of the preexisting student attitudes and capacities 
examined in t.his study provide predispositions which limit 
most students from developing positive reaction to lectures 
by television. · 
Rayder and Neidt (33) found that attitudes toward TV declined 
during the semester. In particular they studied the effect of the 
frequency of attitude testing on the attitude measured and found that 
the- decline in attitude was not "necessarily a function of repeated 
~asurements during the learning experience." 
Use of ITV in programmed instruction has been investigated. 
Gryde (12) explored the possibilities and found that ITV lacks only 
three of the criteria used in programmed instruction: feedback, 
pacing, and active response. He gives suggestions for overcoming 
these inadequacies. 
Perhaps a more significant application of the techniques of 
programmed instruction is in preparation of televised lessons. 
An instructional presentation can be videotaped, used and tested, 
then revised in order to remove inadequacies. In this way a lesson 
can be "tuned" to a high level of efficiency, just as material for 
conventional programned instruction is prepared. Gropper (10) dis· 
cusses this technique in detail. 
A number of special uses of ITV have emergedo Most of these 
make use of portable videotape recorders that are available now at 
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relatively low cost. Applications of ITV in teaching chemistry for 
demonstrations both in the laboratory and the lecture room are dis~ 
cussed by several authors (1, 16, 28). Use of ITV in classes in 
which students perform is discussed by Gross (11). Closely related 
ls the application of ITV in the training of teachers (7, 20, 21) o 
Neidt (27) reports the use of videotapes in teaching study skills 
to beginning students. 
Summary of Studies 
What conclusions can be drawn from these reports and studies? 
Students have been able to learn in spite of the use of television 
instruction, but they generally do not like television classes. 
Administrators, still thinking in terms of the efficacies of tele-
vision for some of the ills of higher education, have been rather 
favorable toward the introduction of instructional television, while 
faculty members too often took the presence of the television monitor 
in the classroom as a threat to themselves and their autonomy. In 
general, television utilization has been relegated to the role of 
the traditional lecturer, and the real capabilities offered in unique 
ways by television have not been used, although the trend is now away 
from the traditional approach. 
Television cannot fulfill the role of the traditional classroom 
lecturer, nor can it replace -the -t-e-aeher. 
ITv in Transition 
The failure of instructional television to fulfill the expecta-
tions of the early 1950 • s has produced a great deal of effort to 
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understand its failureo Results of studies and experiences in the use 
of ITV have pin·~pointed the weaknesses and the misuses of the medium. 
Gilkey (8) summarized the situation well whep. he suggested that the 
greatest weakness of ITV is the use of illustrated lectures, panel dis~ 
cussions~ and related undynamic formats. Furthel;'!l'IOre, "while lectures 
were bad live, they were even worse when recorded on videotape or 
transmitted via television." Siepmann (38) was even more pointed. 
That such a primer [on the use of instructional television] is 
needed comes clear when you note how frequently newcomers to 
ITV repeat the past errors " o " of their pioneer forerunners. 
The result is doubly disastrous o The t..elevision medium is 
misused, and outworn practices in education (by harnessing 
television to them) are given the veneer of a spurious 
ioodernityo 
In short, the full potential of television has rarely ever been 
exploited or even approached. Teachers were often reluctant to succumb 
to the televised classroom; and when they ·did,_ the conventional lecture 
method was simply piped into monitors with little or no thought given 
to the. medium itself as a vehicle for teaching. Equipment was usually 
of inferior quaUty and was generally manned by amateur personneL 
The r'esult was simply a poor teaching and learning situation "' u.nimagi-
native~ uncreative; and uninteresting. 
Instruct.ioi:ial television and its utilization are now in a transl= 
tiona:i, periodo The use of television for televised teachf.ng is being 
replaced by a more suitable co.ncept of television teaching, that is, 
telelessons that are designed around the capabilities of television 
and what it can do that cannot be done otherwise. Wolfe (44) sum"' 
marizes this new approach as follows~ "Use television onlY, wh~n its 
proper application will improve learning Design every session 
specifically for this medium." Siepmann (38) lays the ground rules 
in these words: "The golden rule of ITV is never to use it except 
where it fills a vacuum of need, and always to use it professionally. 
Avoid amateurism like the plague." 
A number of other authors have written on the subject of how to 
make use of ITV in creative and innovative ways (4, 29~ 39, 40). 
Meyer (24) summarizes some important problems that must be dealt with 
in order to improve the quality of ITV. 
Aside from th~ present stumbling blocks to TV in higher 
education, which include faculty and administration resis-
tance, lack of moneyj and the traditional college lecture 
approach to programming, the grossest omission is in the 
area of research and development. It is true that research 
and development have occurred in the area of engineering and 
hardware~ but alm:>st no instructor of higher education in 
the United States is experimenting with the software or pro-
gramming aspects of the medium. Instead, TV programs and 
college credit and noncredit courses are being produced 
meat-grinder fashion through the U. s. These appear on 
closed~circuit as well as open~circuit TV. The entire 
area of pure research into the nature of the TV medium 
and its applications to various problems of higher educa .. 
tion remains untapped. Instead of reviewing these under .. 
takings 9 most of which are mediocre, this writer will 
suggest a way in which research and development can take 
place in TV for higher education. 
Those engaged in the profession of higher education must 
capture the TV medium rather than apathetically "view'' 
the present condition in which TV enslaves their worldo 
A kind of Bauhaus located on or near the campus of a 
university must be created to be part of an on~going pro-
cess in the development of the TV medium for education. a • 
• • • This writer strongly urges that those engaged in the 
profession of higher education immediately wrest the TV 
medium from the entrepreneurs, turn the medium into air 
waves that will purify the urban environment~ and begin 
to experiment in the nature of TV and apply the discoveries 
to the myriad problems which exist in our society. 
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Evidence clearly indicates that just any teacher will not neces-
sarily be a good television teac~er. Montgomery (25) cites the survey 
by Hoffman of the Great Plains Instructional Television Library and 
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lists some of the criteria that ITV admin1strators surveyed felt were 
impcrtant in choosing a television teacher~ The ones listed and dis-
cussed are ability to communicate by television, having a connnand of 
the language, being a content specialist in the area to be taught, gen-
eral maturity~ ability to organize materials, ability to work under 
pressure~ imagination~ showing a desire to function in the medium, 
ability to get along with people, personality, general cultural back· 
' 
ground, showmanship, and teaching experience. Blenheim (3) even 
explored the use of professional television people for teachers or 
communicaters on television, but expe.rtenced teachers performed with 
better results than did the professionals. (Hts study made use of the 
television lecture, however,) 
Television has certain limitations, of course, as does any 
medium for teaching. Television teachers must realize just exactly 
what can and cannot be done with television. Siepmann (38) says that 
"ITV is not a panacea9 an alibi for teaching, a substitute for teachers, 
or just one thing with one use or purpose." 
There are a number of things that television can do, and many of 
these are unique" Stepmann (38) lists three: "ITV can put teacher ... 
artists into every classroom, rescue schools where there is no teacher 
for particular subjects~ and make use of team teaching." Special 
o. 
capabilities of television are elaborated more fully by Wolfe 
(44) and Tyler (41): magnification, multiplication (feeding the 
signal to any number of monitors), transpcrtation (bringing the teacher 
or teaching situation to the learner, rather than requiring that 
the learner be brought to the teacher), association (using 
special effects, such as matting, split screen, and supers), framing 
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(centering on particular objects, words, or concepts being emphasiz;ed), 
contrast (highlighting important points visually), recording of rare 
incidents (particularly useful ~~medicine), personalization (eye-
to-eye tutorial appro.ach), and sh~rp~nlng performance by self· 
evaluation of video tapes. This list is a very good su11111ary of 
tec)ullques for utilization of television for effective teaching. 
According to Gilkey (8), 
Developments in technology and experience with past tele• 
vision progranming [are] s~ructuring an [entirely] new 
approach to televidon in elementary ~chools, high schools, 
and universities. Most significant t~ that the use of 
television a~ a means of transmitti!\8 or Pf!tmanently recoi-d· 
ing an illustrated lecture is on the way out. This is no 
longer a significant use of television. 
The Future of ITV 
Writers in the current literature seem conv.,inced that television 
1~ here to stay. The transitional period from the televised lecture 
' I 
to television teaching ls apparently progressing well. The trend 
Sef!ms to be in the direction of imaginative and novel applications (not 
novel just for the sake of novelty, however) of instructional tele-
vision. 
A number of authors are suggesting that instructional television 
definitely has a place in a total systems approach to education (9, 29, 
38). Gill (9) lists some particular advantage~ of television in such 
an approach: trying out new techniques of teaching; supplying inquiry 
materials that do not give answers; providing overviews of materials, 
leaving the details to the learn•r; testing; and demonstrating 
concepts. 
The future of instructional television not only seems assured, 
but also, much more happily, indicates great promise. It must be 
remembered, however, that the hopes of twenty years ago were not 
adequately fulfilled by utilization within the traditional framework 
of education. Only a dynamic and creative approach to the use of 
instructional television will prevent the dashing of present renewed 
hopes for the future. 
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Siepmann (38) suggested the greatest single problem of the pass• 
ing era of instructional television: "G. K. Chesterton once said that 
the trouble with Christianity is that it has never been tried. Much 
the same could be said of ITV • or, for that matter, of real, life· 
giving education." Such a remark hopefully cannot be said of the new 
era of instructional television. 
CH~PTER III 
THE NEW TV SERIES 
An operati.onal description of what should characterize the new 
television series was· introduced in. Chapter I. The basic objectives 
were to produce a television series that is both informative and 
interesting. 
In order to be informative the television lesspns must present the 
material in a well organized, meaningful, clear, and concise manner. 
The following proc~dures were used in accomplishing this general 
objective. 
In order to enhance the teaching of problem solving using the tools 
of the FORTRAN language and a computer, the problems in the television 
le$sons were ~esigned to be simple, yet relatively comprehensive; 
proble~ that could be easily visualized by actually physically per• 
forming the solution or problems that could easily be encountered in 
daily affairs were chosen. Each lesson was built around the solution 
of one particular problem. 
New statements and capabilities of the FORTRAN language were intro-
duced within the framework of the problem being solved as they were 
needed. In this way new material was not introduced. just for its own 
sake, but rather was in,roduced as the need for it arose in the solu-
tion of the problem under consideration. 
The material of the course was organized so that all of the 
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fundamental material was introduced by the end of the sixth lesson. 
The remaining seven lessons introduced more sophisticated concepts 
of computer programming, at the same time reviewing all of the fun• 
damental material and using it at a deeper level. This additional 
reinforcement was used for increasing the probability that the 
students would be able to grasp the material and also for demon• 
strating the uses of the programming language in a wide variety 
of contexts. 
A:n effort was made to organize the material of the cour~e so 
that the students could be led logically and naturally from simple 
concepts to more complex ones with a minimum of difficulty. 
Excessive detail was omitted from the lessons and a general 
overview of each lesson was emphasized. 
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A set of written materials was prepared to accompany the lessons, 
summarizing the lessons and explaining potentially di ff i.cult material. 
Using these materials, the students could have a review of each lesson 
at their convenience. 
An effort was made to anticipi¢e questions that would arise in 
the students' minds as the lessons progressed and to deal with these 
q4estions in the lessons. 
·'. j 
In order to be interesting the television lessons must gain and 
maintain close attention to the material being presented. The follow-
ing procedures see~d especially appropriate for accomplishing this 
g~neral objective. 
Th~ lessons were usually restrjcted to approximately thirty 
minutes (or less) in length. 
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The material in the lessons was presented in a series of "rapid· 
fire volleys," having been organized in short segments; and new mater-
ial was presented fatrly ~apidly, followed usually by some form of 
restatement in a later ,egment of the lesson. 
A team of three television instructors was used with at least 
two of them appeari~g in each lesson (with the exception of one lesson). 
The organizing of the material into short segments was enhanced by the 
changing of instructors with the beginning of each segment. 
A female instructor was included in the teaching team in order 
to accent the use of different teachers and voices. 
An off-camera voice was used in the lessons for stating and/or 
reinforcing important principles and for teaching certain aspects 
of the syntax and form of the programming language. (These poten-
tially less interesting parts of the course were generally introduced 
only by use of th~ off-camera voice and visual materials. These blurbs 
~ere designed to be very short and attention demanding.) 
' 
The lessons were oriented heavily toward visual materials. 
The "face on the screen" was avoided as rm,ich as possible. 
Th~ lessons were prepared in a conversational format rather than 
a straight lecture format. 
The set of written materials prepared to accompany the lessons 
minimizes the need of students to have their attention distracted by 
note taJ<ing. 
A typewriter terminal connected to a computer was placed in the 
set and was used so that students could see the.written output from 
the computer as it was being produced. 
.. z4 
Use of special effects (split screen, matting, spotlighting, etc.) 
was employed as much as possible. 
Not all of the "answers" were given in the lessons. Some of the 
material was deliberately left unsaid in order to stinulate the 
students to question and hopefully to find some answers for themselves. 
Some "previews" of material to be covered in later lessons were 
i~serted at strategic places in the ldssons so that the students might 
b~ enco~raged to anticipate material that would be covered later. 
No evidence was found in the literature of a college level course 
having been couched in a format like that described above. 
An outline of the material presented in the TV lessons ts given 
in Appendix A, and a sample script for a TV lesson ts given in 
Appendix B. 
CHAPTER IV 
GIVING THE STUDENTS A CHOICE 
The Two Classes 
Measuring attitudes ls, of course, a difficult task. Since ques-
tlonnaires and opinionnaires have limited credibility, some behavioral 
measure of attitude ls probably more reliable. 
Based upon the assumption that a student will, given two alter• 
natives, choose the one t't\at appears to him to be more suitable for 
his purposes, a plan was devised whereby a student could choose between 
a televifion class and a conventional cl~ss covering the same material. 
Two sections of students enrolled ln the course were selected and com· 
blned into one section, since both of these sections were scheduled to 
l I 
meet at the same time. The two rooms which were scheduled for the two 
sections are identical to each other and are on the same floor of the 
same building; both are set up for TV viewing rooms. One of the rooms 
was designated as the place to go if the student wished to view the 
tei,vtsion lesson, while the other room was set aside for a convention.-
al class should the student choose to attend that class. All students 
were given an open-ended choice during the semester of attending the 
all. They were allowed to change from one cla.ss to the other as often 
as they wished, ·but they were expected to remain for the entire class 
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period once they had made the choice for that particular day. 
The instructor chosen for the conventional class was the main 
television instructor of the TV series, while the person in charge of 
the television class was one of the asstst·ant instructors in the TV 
series. Thus each class had the 11 prestlgue" of having a television 
instructor in the classroomo The Instructor giving the conventional 
presentation was the one who had written most of the material for the 
TV series; it was assumed that he would best be able to duplicate the 
material in the TV lessons for presentation in the conventional class. 
In at least two senses the conventional class was not entirely 
conventional. The organization of the material in the special way that 
was used in the TV lessons made the conventional class more structured' 
and more rigidly paced than would probably be expected in the usual 
conventional class. All students had access to the printed materials 
that are an essential part of the television series, and these printed 
materials were used in the conventional class because they were avail· 
able and because their use was necessary in order to conserve time that 
would ordinarily be wasted in writing on the chalkboard. (Actually 
more material was covered in the TV lessons than could be covered in 
a conventional class period. One of the advantages of TV instruction 
is the elimination of most of those things that take up time in the 
classroom, but probably contribute little or nothing to the student's 
learning. Even with the printed materials that were designed to 
accompany the TV lessons the instructor was hard pressed to cover in 
a fifty-minute period the same material that was covered in a thirty-
minute TV lesson.) The conventional class was conventional mainly in 
that it had a "live" lecturer with whom the students could interact 
during the class if they wished to do so by asking questions or re-
questing further explanation. 
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The first class meeting of the semester was devoted to an orien-
tation period for the combined sections in a single room given "live" 
by the instructor who would be conducting the conventional class. An 
explanation of the two classes and the students' freedom to choose dur-
ing the semester was given. The students were told that their choices 
would in no way be linked directly to their grades in the course, since 
no grades are kept by lecture sections in the course anyway. (All 
grading ts done in the laboratory sections.) Each student was given a 
packet of computer cards which would serve as his "tickets" to either 
class during the semester. There was a card for each lesson with the 
date, the lesson number, the student's name, and some other information 
for record keeping purposes punched in the card. The student was to 
present a card for the particular date at the door of the classroom so 
that exact attendance records could be kept for each student during 
the entire semester. The use of punched cards made the processing of 
the data with a computer a relatively simple matter. 
During the first class meeting all students were given a ques-
tionnaire which provided background information on each student for 
later use. Of particular interest was the student's prior exposure 
to instructional television at the elementary, secondary, or college 
level. In addition, a sampling of the student's attitude toward the 
use of instructional t~levision in general and in this particular 
course was obtained, along with what he expected his attitude toward 
instructional television to be at the conclusion of the course. This 
questionnaire ~s shown in Appendix c. 
In order to introduce those students who had never attended a 
class using television instruction to at least one TV lesson, all 
students were required to attend the first TV class. (There was a 
very practical reason for this requirement too. Some of the special 
capabilities of television had been employed to a large extent in 
the first lesson, and much of the material in the lesson could not 
be presented easily without the use of television.) For all subse-
quent classes, however, students were free to choose the television 
or the conventional class. 
The exp,rimental section finally contained eighty-one students 
' ' ' 
after drops (including one student who was auditing the course). 
There were a few more students enrolled, but they enrolled late 
and did not take the:.. pret.es.t. ques.t.ionnalre and. d.id not attend .the 
orientation session; so they were not considered to be expertmen~•l 
subjects. 
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At the conclusion of the course another questionnaire was admin-
i~tered which asked some of the same questions th.at were asked on the 
first questionnaire. At the same time the Short Dogmatism Scale of 
Schulze (37), which ts a shortened form of the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale 
(36), was given in order to determine, if possible, whether any rela-
tionship existed between dogmatism and the acceptance of instructional 
television. A copy of the questionn~ire is shown in Appendix D, and a 
copy of the dogmatism scale that was used is given in Appendlx E. 
When the students exercised their choice for the first time, the 
majority of them chose the conventional class. When the second choice 
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was made a majority chose to attend the TV class. More of the students 
chose the TV class for the remainder of the semester than chose the 
conventional class. 
A graph of the attendance for the semester after the students were 
free to choose (beginning with the second lesson) ls shown in Figure 1. 
The graph suggests that most of the students had fairly well decided 
upon a c;lass to attend early in the semestero (The large number of 
ab~ente~s for the fifth lesson occurred because of a blizzard on 21-
22 February. A number of the students who were absent viewed the 
lesson later on a video tape machine in the Library. What effect, if 
any, this ''forced" viewing had on later attendance is, of course, un-
known.) 
The attendance data by lessons for all students are included in 
Appendix .F. A su~ry of ~J:le attendance by lessons is shown in Table 
II. (The graph in Figure 1 was prepared from this table.) A summary 
of the attendance data during the semester is shown in Table III, and 
the data from which this summary was derived are given i.n Appendix G. 
· Some Reasons for Attending as They 'Did 
In the last questionnaire that was given to the students, they 
were asked to write their main reasons for attending (or not attending) 
classes as they _did. Only 91'7. of the students could be reached and 
given the questionnaire; and not all of the students who took the 
questionnaire responded to that part, but for those 77% of the students 
who took the questionnaire and responded, several reasons seemed to 
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TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE ,,DATA BY LESSONS '· 
., 
' Feb Mar Apr 
Date 
l 8 15 22 1 15 29 5 12 19 26 
Lesson number 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Conventional class 55 35 30 23 24 23 19 21 21 21 19 
TV class 20 41 45 371 48 49 47 46 45 42 41 
Absences 6 5 6 21 9 9 15 14 15 18 21 
CZ Conventional class 68 43 37 28 30 28 23 26 26 26 23 
'Z TV class 25 51 56 461 59 60 58 51 56 52 51 
CZ Absences 7 6 7 26 11 11 19 17 19 i2 26 
1 .. 
Unusually high absenteeism resulted from a blizzard on 21-22 
February. 
TABLE III 
SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE DATA 
FOR THE SEMESTER 
Total visits to conventional clas$ 309 
Total visits to TV class 498 
Total visits to both classes 807 
Percentage of visits that were TV 62i 
Total absences 165 
Total visits and absences 972 
Percentage of visits-absences that 
were TV I 51i 
Total number of changes from one 












For purposes of this discussion the students in the experimental 
sections were divided into two groups, "TV" students and "conventional" 
students. Those students who attended the TV class 507. or more of the 
times they attended either class are referred to as TV students or TV 
attenders; those students who attended the TV class less that 50% of 
the times they attended. either class are referred to as conventional 
students or conventional attenders. (See Appendix G for the perce_n-
tage of visits to the TV class.) 
the TV attenders who responded to the questionnaire (39 students) 
gave most often as reasons for attending the TV class that the TV class 
covered more material in less time and that the TV class did a better 
job of presenting the material, or some variation of these two reasons. 
Three students indicated that they did not like other students• asking 
questions during the conventional clas-s and taking up class time for 
themselves. One student put it quite tersely: "Some dummy would ask 
simple questions which took up the entire class's time.". Some students 
also liked the compactness and conciseness of the TV lessons. -One 
student stated a rather interesting reason for attending the TV class, 
making one wonder how many others did the same thing, but did not ad-
mit it: "· •• just started and didn't see any reason to change." One 
student stated as his reason that the TV class was "less threatening 
to me as a student." Exactly why he fElt that the conventional class 
was a threat to him was not elucidated! One student wrote on her 
questionnaire: 
At first I chose not to go to TV, as I had had TV classes 
before and had found them boring, but I decided to try it 
and found that these TV lectures are not only interesting, 
but [also] informative. 
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The conventional attenders who responded to the questionnaire (19 
s~udents) also gave most often two reasons for attending the conven~ion• 
al class: it was possible to ask questions and it was more personal. 
(It is interesting to note that most of the students who said that they 
I 
liked b,eing able to ask questions never themselves asked questions in 
the conventional class.) Several also insisted that the TV lessons were 
boring. 
Of special interest ls the fact that two international students 
responding to the questionnaire said that. t9. TV lassona were: ele.arer 
and more -e-asUy understood by them than the COJ\V,enti.o.nal las.son•. 
Perhaps the visualization of concepts tn the TV lessons helps some-
what to bridge the language barrier. 
Table IV contains a summary of the responses of the students to 
this particular part of the questionnaire and the actual numbers of 
students giving specific responses. 
Some Interesting Inferences 
One of the questions on the last questionnaire asked the students 
whether they would rate their attitude toward instructional TV as hav-
ing improved, deteriorated, or remained unchanged during the semester, 
Of the students responding, 471. indicated that their attitude had im· 
proved; 41. said that their attitude had deteriorated; and 42X felt that 
their attitude was unchanged. The rest were undecided. 
During the semester 69i of the students became TV class attenders 
(attending the TV class 501. or more of the times that they attended 
elth~r class) .and 311. of t..fte students became conventional class 
attenders (attending the TV class less than soi of the times that they 
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attended ~ither class). When the students entered ~he course, 64i in· 
dicated on the pretest que~tlonnalre a nesative attitude toward instruc· 
tlonal TV, while 19i indicated a positive attitude and 11i were neutral. 
At the conclusion of the course only 27i expressed a negative attitude 
on the posttest questionnaire toward instructional TV, while 64i ex-
pressed a positive attitude and 9i were neutral. 
TABLE IV 
;;, SUMMARY OF REASO"NS GIVEN BY STUDENTS FOR 
ATTENDING CLASS!S AS THEY DID 
·· ieason given 
TV attenders (39 students reseondlng) 
Covered more material faster . 
Better presentation of the material 
Presentation more compact and concise 
Too many.:questlons.asked in conventional 
class 
More i~t~resting . . .... 
Conventional attenders 19 students res 







presented ; 8 
More personal 7 
TV boring S 











~ne may suppose then that for a fairly large number of students 
the TV series was considered successful by them as a teaching medium, 
and that it is possible to overcome some of the negative attitudes 
toward ITV with careful planning and careful attention to details 
based on the guidelines in Chapter III. 
Another interesting bit of information came to light when the 
questionnaire that is given to all students enrolled in the course was 
analyzed. The same four questions referred to in Table I of Chapter I 
were examined and the responses of the students in the experimental 
section were compared with the responses of all of the students toget-
her. The results are shown in Table V, indicating that the students 
who had a choic~ really did seem to prefer the TV classes as their 
attendance indicated. One student wrote on her questionnaire that she 
•' 
never liked ITV until she had a choice and could compare the TV with 
the conventional presentation. Then she became aware that the TV 
lessons were better organized and presented, and she preferred TV'. 
TABLE V 
SOME RESULTS OF A GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE GIVEN 
TO ALL STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THE.COURSE 






Attended class regularly 931. 
Thought TV lessons were informative 67X 
Thought TV lessons were interesting 35X 
Expressed preference for TV class 










TESTING SOME HYPOTHESES 
Some Assumptions 
When the experimental section was being planned and set up, there 
were certain intuitive assumptions regarding outcomes. Based o.n past 
experience, it could be assumed that most students would probably have 
a negative attitude toward the use of instructional television and 
that they would initially choose the conventional class. It ~as hoped 
that the new TV series would be able to change their attitudes toward 
TV in a more pos~tive direction. Based upon the experiments to which 
reference was made in Chapter II, it was assumed that most students 
would perform equally well in the course regardless of their choice of 
teaching method~ That students would tend to be absent more from the 
TV class seemed a justifiable assumption. It was also assumed that the 
more dogmatic student,s would tend to choose the conventional class and 
would tend to exercise the freedom of choice less. There was no par-
ticular as.sumption with regard to cumulative grade point average» al-
though McKeachie (22) cites a study in which students with higher abil-
ity tended to rate instructional TV lower than students of lower abil;. 
ity. 
In order to determine whether some of these assumptions were 
correct, several hypotheses were stated and tested. Some additional 
data were required which were obtained and are shown in Appendix H. 
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Seven dependent variables were used in the analyses of variance: 
(1) att,itude toward instructional TV at the b_eginning of the course, 
as measured by the pretest questionnaire; (2) attitude toward in• 
structional TV at the end of the course, as measured by the posttest 
i 
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questionnaire; (3) the change in attitude to~ard instructional TV from 
the pretest to the posttest, found by subtracting the pretest score 
from the posttest score and adding ten (in order to prevent t~e occur• 
ence of negative num~~rs); (4) the performance in the course, as meas-
ured by the iu.1mber of points earned in the course out of a possfble 
102 points; (5) the numb~r of absences during 'the sel!Jester after the 
students we~e given a choice of classes to attend; (6) dogmatism; as 
measured by the Schulze Short Dogmatism Scale; and (7) the cumulative 
grade point average through the previous semester. 
The first twelve hypotheses were treated by simple analysis of 
variance, while the last seven were analyzed using the Pearson product-
mom~nt coefficient of correlation. All calculations were done on an 
IBM System/360, Model 65, computer, using the Biomedical Computer Pro• 
grams contained in the Okl.ahoma State University Computer Center Lib .. 
rary. 
The ~tudents enrolled in the experimental section were divided 
into ~wo groups, those who had been exposed to instruc~ional TV pre· 
viously and those who had had no exposure to instructional TV. Five 
hypotheses were tested for this grouping. 
For the first case, the null hypothesis is stated as follows; 
There is no significant relationship in attitude toward instructional 
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TV as measured by the pretest between those who had prior ITV exposure 
and those who did not have prior ITV exposure. The alternate hypothe· 
sis is stated as follows: There Is a significant relationship in 
attitude toward instruct•onal TV as measured by the pretest between 
those who had prior ITV exposure and those who did not have prier 
ITV exppsure. The F•table in shown in Table VI. 
\ TABLE VI 
·~. F·TABLE FOR PRIOR TV EXPOSURE AND 
PRETEST ATTITUDE 












7 .1101 <0.025 
The null hypothesis is rejected at the 0.025 confidence level. 
S~udents coming into the course with prior ITV experience had a more 
negative attitude toward ITV than did students with no ITV exposure, 
the latter group having a higher mean score on the pretest. 
For the second case, the null hypothesis is stated as follows: 
There is no significant relationship in attitude toward instructional 
TV as measured by the posttest between those who had prior ITV exposure 
and those who did not have prior ITV exposure. The alternate hypo• 
thesis is stated as follows: There is a significant relationship in 
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attitude toward instructional TV as measured by the posttest between 
those who had prior ITV exposure and those who did not have p~ior ITV 
exposure. The F•table for this hypo.thesis is shown in Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
F·TABLE FOR PRIOR EXPOSUIE AND 
POSTTEST.ATTITUDE 














The null hypothesis ls accepted at the 0.05 confidence level. 
Thi~ indicates that the attitudes of students at the end of the course 
were not prejudiced by their prior exposure or lack of exposure to 
instructional TV. This may be interpreted to suggest that the attl-
tudes toward ITV with which students entered the course were not 
necessarily carried through to the end of the course, and the TV series 
used in the course was evaluated on its own, rather than upon the 
students• prior experiences. 
For the third case, the null hypothesis ls stated as follows: 
There ls no significant relationship in course performance between 
those who had prior ITV exposure and those who did not have prior ITV 
exposure. The alternate hypothesis ls stated as follows: There ls a 
significant relationship in course performance between ~hose who had 
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prior ITV exposure and those who did not have prior ITV exposure. The 
F•table ls shown in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
F·TABLE FOR PRIOR TV EXPOSURE AND 
COURSE PERFORMANCE 













The null hypothesis is accepted at the 0.05 confidence level. 
Prior exposure or lack of exposure to instructional TV was not related 
to the students• performance in the course. 
For the fourth case, the null hypothesis ls stated as follows: 
There ls no significant relationship in absenteeism between those who 
had prior ITV exposure and those who did not have prior ITV exposure. 
The alternate hypothesis ls stated as follows: There is a significant 
relationship in absenteeism between those who had prior ITV exposure 
and those who did not have prior ITV exposure. The F-table is shown 
in Table IX. 
The null hypothests·ts accepted at the 0.05 confidence level. 
Prior exposure to ITV was not related to attendance, even though it 
might appear that a ~re negative attitude resulting from prior 
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exposure would tend to support a higher rate of absenteeism. Of course, 
in this particular case, since the student• had a cho1c;e of classelJ to 
attend, perhaps an tncllnatton to absent ones,lf from the TV class 






F·TABLE FOR PRIOR TV EXPOSURE 
AND. ABSENTEEISM 
Sum of Squares DF Mean Square 
4.3583 1 4.3583 




For the fifth case, the null hypothesis ts stated as follows: 
p 
NS 
Th~re ts no stgn.tftcant relationship in change of attitude toward ~TV 
d~ring the semester between those who had prior ITV exposure and those 
wbp did not have prior ITV exposure. The alternate hypothesis ts 
stated as follows.: "fhere is significant relationship in change of 
attitude toward ITV during the semester between those who had prior 
ITV exposure and those Who did not have prior ITV exposure. The F-
table ts sh•wn tn Table x. 
The null hypothesis ts accepted at the o.os confidence level. The 
ct,anae in attitude toward instructional TV was not related to prior 
expo!lu~ or lack of prior expos~n $0 IlV. Again this suggests that 
.. 
the at~itudes toward ITV with which •tudents come into the course were 
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not necessarily carried through to the end of the course, and the 






F .. TABLE FOR PRIOR 1V EXPOSURE AND CHANGE IN 
ATTITUDE FROM PRETEST TO POSTTEST 










In summary, the hypotheses tested ag4i~st prior exposure to IlV or 
lack of exposure to IlV all show no significance, except for the atti-
tude toward IlV with which students entered the course, with students 
having b'een exposed to ITV having a more negative attitude. 
Type of Attenders 
For the next group of hypotheses, the students were divided into 
two groups, those who attended the TV class 501 or more of the times 
that they attended either class (designated as "TV attenders") and 
those who attended the 1V class less than soi of the times that they 
attended either class (designated as ••conventional attenders"). Seven 
hypotheses were tested for this grouping. 
For the first case, the null hypothesis ls stated as follows: 
'.!'here ls no significant relationship in attitude toward IlV as measured 
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by the pretest between the TV attenders and the conventional attenders. 
The altemate hypothesis is. stated as follows: There ts a significant 
relationship in attitude toward ITV as measured by the pretest between 
the TV attenders and the conventional attenders. The F•table is shown 





TYPE OF ATTENDER AND 
PRETEST ATTITUDE 








F Ratio p 
2.2792 NS 
The null hypothesis is accepted at the 0.05 confidence level. The 
attitude toward instructional TV with which most students came into the 
course was not related to their overall attendance to the TV classes. 
This suggests that their initial attitudes did not necessarily carry 
over to the end of the course, but that they attended the class of 
their choice based upon the immediate situation rather than upon prior 
attitudes. 
For the second case, the null hypothesis is stated as follows: 
There ls no significant relationship ln attitude toward ITV as measured 
by the posttest between the TV attenders and the conventional @ttend· 
ers. The F-table is shown in Table XII. 
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The null hypothesis i's rejected at the 0.001 confidence level. 
The attitudes toward instructional TV in the TV class as given on the 
posttest questionnaire were indeed reflected in their choice of classes. 
The TV attenders had a higher mean, having had a better attitude at the 
end of the course than the conventional attenders. This gives sub .. 
stance to the assumption that the behavioral response to the choice 
ts a good indicator of attitude toward the alternatives of the choice. 
Again there ts the suggestion that attitudes did change during the 
semester, since attendance was related to the attitude at the end of 





TYPE OF ATTENDER AND 
POSTTEST ATTITUDE 








For the third case, the null hypothesis ls stated as follows: 
There is no significant relationship in change of attitude from the 
pretest to the posttest between the TV attenders and the conventional 
attenders. The alternate hypothesis ts stated as follows: There is 
a significant 'relationship tn change of attitude from the pretest to 
the posttest between the TV attenders and the conventional attenders. 
The F•table is shown in T•ble XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
TYPE OF ATTENDER AND CHANGE IN ATTI'.tuDE 
FBOM PRETEST TO POSTTEST 














The null hypothesis is rejected at the 0.001 confidence level. The 
students attending the TV class had a higher mean, showing a greater 
change in attitude than did those attending the conventional class. 
The change in attitude was toward a more favorable response to the use 
of TV. 
For the fourth case, the null hypothesis is stated as follows: 
There is no significant relationship in course performance between the 
TV attenders and the conventional attenders. The alternate hypothesis 
ts stated as follows: There ls a significant relationship in course 
.. 
performance between the TV attenders and the conve~tional attenders. 
The F•table ts shown in Table XIV. 
The null hypothesis ts accepted at the 0.05 confidence level. The 
students in both groups performed equally well. 
For the fifth case, the null hypothesis is stated as follows; 
There is no significant relationship in absenteeism between the TV 
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attenders and the conventional attenders. The alternate hypot1'esis is 
stated as follows: There is a significant relationship in absenteeism 
between the.TV attenders and the conventional attenders. The F-table is 








TYPE OF ATTENDER AND 
COURSE PERFORMANCE 
Sum of Squares DF Mean Square 
118.4727 l llS.4727 
28169.3789 78 36i·.1458 
28287.8516 79 
TABLE XV 
TYPE OF ATTENDER AND 
. ABSENTEEISM 
- F Ratio p 
0.3280 NS 










The null hypothesis is accepted at the 0.05 confidence level. 
Students did not tend to be absent mo~e from the TV class than f~m the 
conventional class; absenteeism was not related to which cla$S the 
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students were cho-esiag to attend when they did attend. 
For the sixth case, the null hypothesis ls •:tated as follows~ 
There ls no significant relationship in dogmatism between the TV attend• 
ers and the conventional attenders. The alte~ate hypothesis is stated 
as follows: There is a significant relationship in dogmatism between 
the TV attenders and the conventional attenders. The F•table ls shown 
in Table XVI. 
TABLE XVI 
'lYPE OF ATTENDER AND 
DOGMATISM 













The null hypothesis ls accepted ~t the o.os confidence level. The 
more dogmatic students did not show a greater tendency to attend the 
conventional class or the TV class. 
For the seventh case, the null hypothesis ls stated as follows: 
There ls no significant relationship in cumulative grade point average 
(GPA) between the TV attenders and the conventional attenders. The al• 
ternate hypothesis ls .stated as follows: There is a signlfi.cant re la• 
tionship in cunulat~ve grade point average (GPA) between the TV attend· 





TYPE OF ATTENDER 
AND GPA 











The null hypothesis ts accepted at the O.OS confidence l~vel. GPA 
was not a factor in the students• choices. 
In su11111ary, only the posttest attitude toward instructional TV and 
the change in attitude from the pretest to the posttest were signtfi· 
cantly related to whether the students were lV attenders or conven• 
ttonal attenders. The TV. attenders had a better attitude toward TV 
than did the conventional attenders; and they also showed a greater 
change ln attitude toward lV than·the conventional attenders, change ln 
attitude being toward a more favorable attitude toward TV. 
Changes in Cl8'S Attendance 
Some additional hypotheses were t•fted using the Pearson product• 
moment coefficient of correlation. The correlation matrix obtained 
from the computer program ls shown in Table XVIII. These tests were in 
order to determine whether the number of times students changed from 
1•1, 
one class to the other was correlated with other variables. 
For the first case, the null hypoth.es .. ts .J.s st.ate.cl .as . .foll.ota..: 
There is no significant correlation between the number of times students 
TABLE XVIII 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
Course Grade point Dogmatism performance average 
Times changed 0.01777 0.05479 -0.12290 
Attitude, pretest -0.01560 -0.20284 -0.01971 
Attitude, posttest 0.48770 -0 .• 1757Z.. 0.48394 
Dogmatism 0.37863 -0.07636 1.00000 
Grade point average 0.02791 1.00000 
Course performance 1.00000 
Attitude, Attitude, 










changed from one class to the other and grade point averages (GPA), 
The alternate hypothesis is stated as follows: There is a significant 
correlation between the number of times students changed from one class 
to the other and grade point averages (GPA). With a correlation coef-
ficient of 0.05479, the null hypothesis is accepted at the 0.05 confi-
dence level. 
For the second case, the null hypothesis is stated as follows: 
There is no significant correlation between the number of times stu-
dents changed from one class to the other and attitude toward ITV as 
measured by the pretest. The alternate hypothesis is stated as 
follows: There is a significant correlation between the number of 
times students changed from one class to the other and attitude toward 
ITV as measured by the pretest. With a correlation coefficient of 
0.12972, the null hypothesis is accepted at the 0.05 confidence level. 
For the third case, the null hypothesis is stated as follows: 
There is no significant correlation between the number of times stu-
dents changed from one.class to the other and attitude toward ITV as 
measured by the posttest. The alternate hypothesis is stated as 
follows: There is a significant correlation between the number of 
times students changed from one class to the other and attitude toward 
ITV as measured by the posttest. With a correlation coefficient of 
0.15040, the null hypothesis is accepted at the 0.05 confidence level. 
For the fourth case, the null hypothesis is stated as follows: 
There is no significant correlation between the number of times stu-
dents changed from one class to the other and performance in the 
course. The alternate hypothesis is stated as follows: There is a 
significant correlation between the number of times students changed 
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from one class to the other and performance in the course. With a cor-
relation coefficient of 0.1777, the null hypothesis is accepted at the 
0.05 confidence level. 
For the fifth case, the null hypothesis is stated as follows: 
There is no significant correlation between the number of times stu-
dents changed from one class to the other and dogmatism. The alternate 
hypothesis is stated as follows: There is a significant correlation 
between the number of times students changed from one class to the 
other and dogmatism. With a correlation coefficient of -0.12290, the 
null hypothesis is accepted at the 0.05 confidence level. 
In summary, the number of times students changed from one class to 
the other is not significantly correlated with course performance, GPA, 
dogmatism, pretest attitude toward ITV, or posttest attitude toward 
ITV. 
Attitude and Performance 
Of interest also is whether there is any correlation between pre-
test attitude toward ITV and performance in the course and posttest 
attitude toward ITV and performance in the course. 
For the first case, the null hypothesis is stated as follows: 
There is no significant correlation between attitude toward ITV as 
measured by the pretest and course performance. The alternate hypo-
thesis is stated as follows: There is a significant correlation 
between attitude toward ITV as measured by the pretest and course per-
formance, With. a correlation coefficient of -0.01560, the null hypo-
thesis is accepted at the 0.05 confidence level. 
For the second case, the null hypothesis is stated as follows: 
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There is no significant correlation between attitude toward ITV as 
measured by the posttest and course performance. The alternate hypo-
thesis is stated as follows: There is a significant correlation 
between attitude toward ITV as measured by the posttest and course per-
formance. With a correlation coefficient of 0.48770, the null hypo-
thesis is rejected at the 0.001 confidence level. The more positive 
students' attitudes toward ITV at the end of the course were, the 
better their performance in the course. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A new instructional television series for a beginning computer 
programming course was prepared, using a new format that was designed 
to be both informative (presented in a well organized, meaningful, 
clear, and concise manner} and interesting (gaining and maintaining 
close attention} and making use of special capabilities of the tele~ 
vision medium. A television series so designed should overcome to some 
extent the negative attitudes of students toward the use of instruc-
tional television. 
An experimental section of the course was set up during a semester 
in which the students were given a choice of attending a television 
lesson or a conventional lecture covering the same material. During 
the semester 691. of the students became TV class attenders (attending 
the TV class 501. or more of the times that they attended either class} 
and 311. of the students became conventional class attenders (attending 
the TV class less than 507. of the times that they attended either 
class}. As measured by the pretest questionnaire, the posttest ques~ 
tionnaire, and the attendance data, the attitudes of the students did 
change during the semester and became less negative toward TV. 
Statistical analysis of the attendance data indicated that the 
types of attenders that the students became were unrelated to their 
pretest attitudes, but were significantly related to their po~ttest 
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attitudes. The attitudes with which the students entered the course did 
not necessarily determine whether they chose to become TV attenders or 
conventional attenders. Once they had become TV attenders or conven-
tlonal attenders, however, their attitudes toward instructional TV 
were reflected in their attendan.ce records. Thus, giving the students 
an open-ended choice seems to be a good way of obtaining a behavioral 
measure of attitude toward the alternatives. 
The new TV series can be said to be successful, accomplishing to 
a satisfactory extent the initial objectives of producing a series 
that would elicit a more favorable response from the students. There 
are refinements in content and method that should be made» however, in 
order to accomplish the objectives more fully. There are places in 
which the material is not clear, and there are parts that are certainly 
less than stimulating. But the approach as outlined in Chapter III is 
demonstrated to be sound, and, with additional refinements in executing 
the procedure, could be quite successful. 
' 
Instructional television at the college level can be used effec= 
tively as a teaching medium, provided that the unique capabilities in= 
herent in television are used to their fullest. In general, instruc .. 
tional TV should not be used just for transporting a conventional lec0 
ture; it should be used with an attitude of creativity and innovation 
within the framework of what television can and cannot do for the 
teaching-learning process. 
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APPENDIX A 
OUTLINE OF 'n1B TV LB$SONS 
I. Lesson 1: Piograllllllng Fundamentals 




3. Modern high-speed electronic digital computers 
B. The frontage problem 
1. Algebrlac notation of problem 
2, solution ~sing computer 
c. Compiler and compile phase 
D. Execution 
!. Building the program 
1. Assignment statements 
2. END • compilation error 
3. STOP • execution error 
4. WRITE 
s. PORMAT 
6. Complete program 
r. Order of execution 
1. Executable statements 
2. Nonexecutable statements 
G. FORTRAN names 
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H. Arithmetic operators 
I. FOltTIAN punc~d cards 
J. Punching and running a program 
II. Lesson 2: Input and Output In,atructions 
A. Review of the frontage problem 
B. WRITE state•nt in detail 
c. FORMAT state~nt in detail 
D. 
1. P'•type numbers 
2. Fields 
3. Number of digits to the right of the decimal point 
4. !light• justified 
s. .Fw.d 
6. Line printer ~de, lHO 
writing three numbers 
l. (lHO,Fl0.1) 
2. (1H0,3Fl0.l) 
!. READ statement 
l. Data cards 
2. Decimal point pu~ched ~d not punched 
3. Blank fle.lds 
Ill. Lesson 3: Decision-Making Instructions 
A. Games and flow charts 
1. Tran:sfer and looping 
2. Writing a program for playing a simple ga• 
B. Integer numbers and names and I-specification 
c. Running sums 
o. Computed GO TO statement 
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E. Unconditional GO TO statement 
F. Hollerith strings, output 
G. Arithmetic IF statement 
IV. Lesson 4: Looping 
A. Flow chart for table of squares and square roots 
B. Loop counter: Initial value, increment, and test 
c. FORTRAN-supplied ~subprograms - SQllT(Y) 
D. Exponentiation operator 
E. X•specif icatlon, output 
F. Continuation card 
G. DO statement and CONTINUE statement 
H. General program for making table 
v. Lesson S: Single-Dimensional Arrays 
A. Definitions of array and subscript • DIMENSION statement 
B. The maximum temperature problem 
c. Input of array 
1. Using DO 
2. Using implied DO 
3. New record (/), input 
4. A•specif lcatlon, input 
5. Nested parentheses in FORMAT 
6. X•specif tcation, Input 
D. Algorithm for finding maxinum element of an array 
1. Definition of algorithm 
2. Explanation of the algorithm 
E. Output of array 
1. Using DO 
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2. Using implied DO 
3. New record (/), output 
4. A-specification, output 
5. Nested parentheses in FORMAT 
F. Test data for program 
VI. Lesson 6: The Dean's List (A Review) 
A. A program to compile the Dean's List 
B. INTEGER statement 
c. I/O of entire arrays 
D. Integer arithmetic 
VII. Lesson 7: Two•Dimensional Arrays 
A. Table manipulation problem 
B. Concept of "by rows" and "by columns" 
c. Input of two-dimensional array 
1. Using nested DO statements 
2. Using nested implied DO 
3. By columns and by rows 
4. Including alphameric data 
D. Manipulation of two•dimensional array 
1. By rows 
2. By columns 
E. Output of two-dimensional array 
1. Using nested DO statements 
2. Using nested implied IX> 
r. DATA initialization statement (alphameric data) 
VIII. Lesson 8: Logical Operations 
A. Logical IF statement 
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1. Relational operators 
2. EXamples with flow charts 
3. Logical operators and compound arguments 
4. Truth tables for .NOT. t .AND., and .OR. 
B. Logical data • the "plumbing" problem 
1. LOGICAL statement 
2. L·specification 
3. Logical expressions 
IX. Lesson 9: FORMAT Sta~ements 
A. Input 
B. 
1. Numeric fields 
a. Integer data 
b. Real data 
(1) F•type 
(2) E•type 
2. Alphameric fields 
a. A-type 
b. H-type (Hollerith) 
c. Use of apostrophes or single quotes 
3. Positional spectf ications 
a. X: blank columns 
b. T: "tabulator" 
c. I: new record (data card) 
Output 
1. Numeric fields 
a. Integer data 




2. Alphameric fields 
a. A•type 
b. H•type (Hollerith) 
c. Use of apostrophes or single quotes 
l. Positional specifications 
a. Horizontal (across page) 
(1) X: bl8'11< columns 
(2) T: "tabulator" 
b. Vertical (down page) 
(1) /: new record (line) 
(2) Printer "1 ine•skipping" codes 
(a) Single-spacing 
(b) Double-spacing 
Cc> New page 
(d) Printing on current line (overprinting) 
c. Grouping in FORMAT statements 
X. Lesson 10: Subprograms I • FUNCTION Subprograms 
A. Concept of subprograms 
1. FORTRAN-supplied subprograms 
2. User-supplied subprograms 
3. Using subprograms 
a. Invoking the name 
b. Passing the arguments 
c. Executing the subprogram 
d. Returning the "answer" 
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a. Making the maxi1111m algorithm into a FUNCTION 
1. FUNCTION statement • arguments 
2. RETURN statement 
c. Calling statement 
XI. Lesson 11: Subprograms II • SUBROUTINE Subprograms 
A. The frequency counter problem 
a. SUBROUTINE subprogram for frequency count 
1. SUBROUTINE statement 
2. Arguments 
c. CALL statement 
o. COMMON storage 
E. CALL EXIT 
XII. Lesson 12: Subprograms III • Graphic Output 
A. Introduction to graphic types of line printer output 
B. Problem of making a histogram on the line printer 
c. SUBROUTINE for printing histogram, given frequency counts 
1. user-supplied error messages for "bad" data 
2. Variable FORMAT 
3. Debugging program for testing 
D. Adding SUBROUTINE from Lesson 11 and main program 
· XIII. Lesson 13: Tasty Leftovers 
;· 
A. Single statement functions (review of subprograms) 
B. DOUBLE PRECISION 
C. Assigned GO TO statement (review of conditional transfer 
statements) 
o. Sorting algorithms • the interchange so~t 
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APPENDIX B 
A SAMPLE SCRIPT FOR A TV LESSON 
The following script was used for Lesson 1, making use of two 
instructors and an assistant to work the props. 
Eugene Bailey is the first instructor for this particular 1esson, 
.. 
and Ellen Wood is the second instructor. Seymour is the name given to 
the off-camera voice, whicn is used for teaching the syntax and form 
of the language, as well as for emphasizing important points that 
require special attention. Carl Provence, who served as the second 
instructor in several of the lessons, worked the props for this 
lesson. 
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COMSC 2112, LES~N 1 
PROGRAMMING FUNDAMENTALS 
With 
Eugene Bailey and Ellen Wood 
_./ 
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EUGENE: This is a Chinese abacus, an ancient and versatile computing 
device. With this instrument we can add, subtract, multiply, 
and divide. The abacus is one of the earliest of the man-made 
digital computing devices. Suppose that I want to find the sum 
o~ the numbers 1 through 10. 
(sums numbers on abacus.] 
The sum of the numbers l through 10 ls SS. In effect, I 
simply counted out the beads of the abacus one at a time as I 
added the numbers • one digit at a time. Consequently, the 
abacus ls called a diaital computing device. 
C• you think of a very simple digital computing device? . 
You have at least one with you right now. Try your hands and 
fingers. For example, I can add S and 3 81?-d get ~· Again I 
counted up the digits one at a time; my fingers constitute a 
digital computing device. 
/Visual/ Super: hand and the ·word "digital" 
But, of course, my hands and fingers cease to be useful if 
I want to find the sum of the numbers 12S and 2SO. I run out of 
fingers too quickly. But with the abacus this problem is 
simple. [Adds 125 and 250 to get 375.] The answer ls 375. 
But suppose that I want to handle all the details of the 
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national budget, or keep all the information on students enrolled 
in a university, their class schedules, grades, grade points, 
etc. For el ther of these mass.Ive problems the abacus is of 
little value to me. such a vast amount of information would 
spill off the end of my abacus almost inxnediatelyl Besides that, 
the abacus, like the hands and fingers, cannot be used to store 
-.and recall vast amounts of information, do computational opera• 
tions, and accomplish all of this at the snap of a finger - or 
even in less time. Such a device is the modern high-speed 
electronic digital computer. 
/Movie/ Showing the computer room 
This is a typical high•speed electronic digital 
computer with some of its supporting equipment. The 
actual cemputing or data processing part, known as 
the central processing unit, is capable of performing 
millions of operations per second as well as storing 
and retrieving millions of units of information in 
the memory unit, shown behind the operator's console. 
The central processing unit also controls the entire 
operation of the computer system. Most of the rest 
of the equipment that you see in the room is used for 
putting information into the central processing unit 
and for getting it back out. 
(Walks to terminal.] 
Here we have a typewrl ter t;erminal connectled to the compute.r 
that you just ~aw by an ordinary telephone. (Shows phone and 
acoustic coupler.] With this device we have direct access to the 
computer very conveniently anywhere there ls a telephone, and we 
have all the power and versatility of the computer literally at 
our fingertips. 
(Sits at terminal.] I'll tell the computer that you're 
here. [Types following and get• responses.] 
EB: Hello, Computer. 
IBM: Hello; User 25. Pleafe tfll me your name. 
EB: My name ls Eugene Bailey. 
IBM: Your name is Eugene Bailey. There are other people 
with you. Who are they? 
EB: My assistants, Ellen Wood and Carl Provence, and 
some students. 
IBM: Hello, Mrs. Wood, and hello Mr. Provence, and a 
special welcome to the studentst 
EB: Thank you. 
IBM: You're welcome. 
Of course, the computer can do only what it is told to do. 
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It is not some mysterious device that thinks. I programmed the 
computer attached to this terminal to converse wit~ me; I pro• 
granmed the responses myself. Incidently, the part of the 
computer that I am using here is said to be in the conversational 
mode. This is a special capability that this typewriter terminal 
and the computer provide. 
This demonstration is simply to show you one of the many 
capabilities of the computer available to the user. In this 
particular course, we will be teaching you one way to program an 
electronic computer so that you can make it work for you. 
The purpose of this course is to introduce fundamental con• 
cepts of a particular progranming language. We will not even 
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attempt to tell you all the details. Rather you should refer to 
a programmer's manual or to other materials for details. It will 
probably be better if you do not attempt to take many notes; just 
watch and listen. 
Well, let's start. We're going to begin with a ridiculously 
simple problem, which ts not intended to insult your intelligence. 
I have deliberately chosen a problem so simple that the problem 
itself will not be a barrier in your understanding of what we 
wt 11 be doing. 
Ellen, will you please state the problem? 
ELLEN: Suppose that I have bought a piece of property tn a business 
district and the property ts on a corner, facing onto two 
streets. The building ts 75.5 feet on the west side and 180.0 
feet on the south side. 
/Visual/ Model of the building, Carl pointing 
I'd like to know just how much of the building faces on the two 
streets, or in other words, how much frontage the building has. 
Of course, all I have to do is just to add the number of feet on 
tl'\e west side, 75.5, to the 11umber of feet on the south side, 
180.0. 
[Camera on Ellen.] I think that all of you can understand 
this problem and how to solve it. Now, I will put the problem 
on the magnetic board in some clear and convenient form that 
everyane can understand. ,· 
Let's call the west side "W" and put W•7S.i on the board. 
Then call the south side "S" and put s•l80.0 up. Then we add the 




That's simple enough, Eugen~. 
r-w+s. · .. 
EUGENE: Yes, It ls. ·Now, bow cen we get the computer to WOl'k the 
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:i..;. . : ~- : •. 
problem for us? That's the next question. Well, I'm going to 
' 
get the answer using the computer. To do this, I wl 11 simply 
type the lnfol'llatton on the board lnte the computer, adding some 
'· 
additional necessary Instructions for the computer, which we will 
Investigate tn detail later. 
















EXECUTION COMPLETED ] 
Aud there ts the answer, the sum of w and s, 2ss.s. 
(Camera to Eugene.] Let's try to understand what happened 
and what those additional statements that I typed in are for. 
11 11 begin by telling you to read the information on this card 
for me, and do what it says. 
/Visual/ Camera card with Thal writing on it 
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Unless you are familiar with the Thai leguage, and assuming 
that my Thai writing is correct, you're having a little trouble, 
aren't you? I will have it translated for you. 
SEYMOUR: Touch your toes five times. 
/visual/ Super: Touch your toes five times. 
EUGENE: You see, the point I'm trying to make is this. You couldn't 
do what the writina on the card told you to do until someone 
translated it for you. The computer is going to have a similar 
problem. The information that Ellen put on the board is meeing-
ful to us, but it is not meaningful to the computer and its 
electronic gear in its present form. The information that is 
meaningful to us must be trans'iated into information that is 
-.aningful to tb~ computer. 
This problem of translating is solved by making the.computer 
do double duty for us by having it translate the information that 
is meaningful to us into information that is meaningful to it. 
) 
The manufacturer of the computer.prpvides ihe translating program 
with the computer; this translating prograin is called a compiler. 
SEYMOUR: The compiler is a translating program that translates 
information that is meaningful to us into information that is 
meaningful to the computer. 
/Visual/ Illustrating the compiler 
EUGBNE: So, in order to have the computer wrk our problem, our pro-
cedure must be to write a set ~f instructions, called a program, 
in a language that is meaningful to us and also to the trans-
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lating program or compiler. 
Let's take another look at what Ellen put on the board. 
[Camera to board.] This is a set of instructions that are mean• 
ingful to us for solving the problem; it is a erosram. This 
program, as it stands, is also written in the FORTRAN language 
/Visual/ Super: FORTRAN 
for which there is a compiler to translate the set of instruc• 
tions into instructions meaningful to the computer. 
The FORTRAN language closely resembles the English language 
and also the symbolism of algebra. The computer takes our 
FORTRAN program, translates or compiles 
/Visual/ Super: Compiles 
it with the FORTRAN compiler, and then executes 
/Visual/ Super: Execut~s 
the set of instructions provided by the compiler. 
So every job that we run on the computer requires a two•fold 
operation by the computer: compiling or translating the program 
and then executing the program. 
Now let's build the complete FORTRAN program for this parti-
cular problem, starting with the first three instructions or 
statements, so that you will be able to see what the statements 
that I added mean. 
Let's see what happens if I use only the first three state~ 
ments that are on the board as my program. 
(Types into terminal: W•75.5 
s•1so.o 
F-W+S 
and runs on computer, mentioning compiling. 
Computer output : W•75.5 
s•180.0 
F-W+S 
**ERROR**END STATEMENT MISSING** ) 
The compiler was translating the program, but it ran into 
difficulty. Here's what happened. I gave the compiler an 
incomplete set of instructions in that I didn't tell it when to 
end the translation phase and to begin the execution phase. In 
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other 'W'Ords, the compiler must be told when its job is completed, 
that ls, when there are no more FOITRAN statements to translate. 
Let me illustrate the problem this way. Suppose that you 
are waiting at a railroad crossing for a train to pass. 
/Visual/ Train passing; END on caboose 
What 'W'Ould be your cue that the train is passed so that you could 
cross the tracks? Obviously, the caboose, which is the last car 
of the train. When it is passed, then you can cross the tracks. 
Similarly, the compiler must have a cue when all the FORTRAN 
statements have been translated so that it can begin the execu• 
tion of the program. The "caboose" statement for the compiler's 
cue is the END statement. Just as the caboose signifies the last 
car of the train, so the END statement signifies the last state-
ment of the FORTRAN prog:i-am. 
SEYMOUR: The END stat~ment marks the ~of the compiling of the 
program or the translating of the program into machine coding. 
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The END statement terminates the compile phase. 
ELLEN: Now I will put ~ END statement at the end of the program. 
see whether this eliminates the error, Eugene. 
EUGENE: Rightl In order to save myself the trouble of typing in the 
rest of the programs that we will be using in this lesson, I 
have already put the programs lnto the computer. All I need to 
do ls to push the "so" button. 





**ERROl**STOP STAT~ENT MISSING** ] 
Thls time the compile phase was accomplished without error, 
and the execution phase was begun. But this tlme an error 
occurred during the execution. Notice that the first error was 
a compile !!!!! since l t occurred during compiling. This error 
is an execution error since it occurred during the execution of 
the program. The problem this time is that I failed to tell the 
computer when to stop executing the program; I gave it no 
instruction to make it stop, so the computer tells me about it 
with this diagnostic message. 
Remember that the computer can do only what we tell lt to 
do; we 1t1.1st tell it to st~p the execution of the program when we 
want it to stop. We do this with the STOP statement. 
SEYMOUR: The STOP statement stops the execution of the program. The 
STOP statement terminates the execute phase. STOP THE !XECUTIONI 
/visual/ Man being executed on the gallows and someone yelling, 
"Stop the execution!" 
ELLEN: we need to put the STOP instruction into t~e program. Where 
must we put it? First, let's raise the question, does the STOP 
statement have to be compiled? The answer, of course, ls yes. 
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It nust be compiled. so it must be placed before the END state-
ment, 111Jstn't it? (The END statement must always be last, 
anyway.) Now, where in the program do we want the computer to 
stop? Logically we want it to stop when it is finished with the 
adding of W and s together. so I will put the STOP instruction 
here. 





Does that eliminate the execution error, Eugene? 
EUGENE: We'll see. I've already put this new program into the 
computer. 






EXECUTION COMPLETED ] 
This time the compile pha~e was done without any errors, and 
the execute phase was also completed. But where do you suppose 
the answer ls? Remember that the computer can do only what we 
tell lt to do. Old we tell it to write out the answer for us? 
No, we didn't. So the answer ls still inside the computer's 
memory. How do we get the answer out? Ellen will show you. 
ELLEN: We want the answer, F, the frontage, to be written out after 
it is calculated and before the computer stops execution. 
Clearly, the WRITE instruction tells the computer to write out 
the value of r, which ls the answer we want. The PORMAT state• 
ment is required; it tells the computer the form of the written 
I 
output and we' 11 save it for later. But notice especially that 
the "1" preceding the FORMAT statement corresponds to thh "1" 
in parentheses in the WRITE statement. 







SEYMOUR: The WRITE statement: write parenthesis six corrma one 
parenthesis F. 
/Visual/ WllITE(6,l)F 
EUGENE: Now I'll show you what this new program does. 









EXECUTION COMPLETED ] 
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At last, the program does exactly what we wanted; and you 
see why we have to have all of these ~tat•ments in order to have 
a complete program. 
Now let's consider the order in which the FORTRAN statements 
in the program were executed. 
ELLEN: I was very careful to put the statements in the order that 
they are in. It's very important to realize that the computer 
executed these statements from top to bottom. 
Let's see what happens when the order of the statements is 
changed. I will interchange the second and third statements. 







Notice that we are now telling the computer to add the number 
represented by "W'' to the number represented by "S, n but only 
the value of W is known at that point in the program. Show us 
what the computer does now, Eugene. 
EUGENE: OK. 








**ERROR**UNDEFINED S** ] 
The computer was unable to add the numbers since it didn't 
know what one of them was, specifically s. 
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Let me illustrate the difficulty so that you won't forget it 
with a nursery rhyme. I'll admit that the example is a bit 
bizarre, but I want you to remember it. 
You all know about Mother Hubbard. 
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/Vt sual I "Mother Hubbard" sequence of frames 
She went to the cupboard to get her poor dog a bone, but the cup-
board was bare and the poor dog had none. Now I' 11 expand the 
story a ltttle and put a happier endtng on tt. 
/Visual/ second "Mother Hubbard" sequence 
Mother Hubbard, finding no food for her poor dog in the cupboard, 
goes to the bank to get some money out of her account so that she 
can go to the store and get her dog some food. 
This sequence of events has a logical order. Now if we 
change the order of events, then the sequence becomes incorrect. 
For example, when Mother Hubbard finds her cupboard empty, sup• 
/Visual/ Third "Mother Hubbard" sequence 
pose that she goes to the store without any money, not having 
gone to the bank, and tries to buy the dog food. Well, that's 
what happens; she's kicked out of the storel The poor dog still 
doesn't get any food. 
/Visual/ Unhappy dog from first sequence 
Yet, that's just exactly what some FORTRAN programmers try 
to do sometimes when they get their FORTRAN statements out of 
the proper order. They try to feed the dog with no food. Isn't 
that right, Ellen? 
ELLEN: It certainly isl In fact, that's just what we did wh~n we 
c:hanged the order of t-he program. ThiS program tells the com-
puter to find the sum of W and s, but the computer doesn't know 
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what s is since s is not defined until the next statement. The 
order of execution of a FORTRAN program is from top to bottom as 
we would expect. And if we get the statements out of order, then 
in effect we may be trying to feed the dog without food, which 
is nonsense. Just as Mother Hubbard got kicked out of the store, 
we get kicked off the computer. We usually call that being 
"bombed off" the computer. 
/Visua17 Bomb blast 
So, let's. put the statements of the program back into the 
proper order. (Does so on board.] 
There's one statement, however, that we don't have to be 
concerned about. The FORMAT statement here is what is called a 
nonexecutable statement; it is not an instruction that the com• 
puter can perform as it can STOP or WRITE or add W and s, whicn 
are all executable statements. The FORMAT statement is just a 
blueprint or a pattern of how we want the printed output to 
look. Since the FORMAT statement is nonexecutable. we can put it 
anywhere in the program • as long as it goes before the END 
statement, of course. [Places FORMAT first in program.] Since 
the "1" in front of the FORMAT statement corresponds to the "1'' 
in the WRITE statement, as long as the WRITE statement is in t~e 
proper order, the FORMAT statement referred to by the WRITE 
statement will be properly used, regardless of its position in 
the program. 
EUGENE: (Now sitting in number l position.] In this particular pro-
gram, the only arithmetic operation that we used was addition. 
We can, of course, also use other operations on the computer. 
The four basic arithmetic operations are addition, subtraction, 
111.1ltlpllcatlon, and division. The FORTRAN symbols for addition 
and subtraction are 'just what we would expect them to be. 
/Visual/ Illustrating addition symbol (+) · 
We use the plus sign for addition. 
/Visual/ Illustrating subtraction symbol (•) 
We use the minus sign for subtraction. 
The symbols for multiplication and division, however, are 
somewhat different from what we might expect. 
/visual/ Illustrating multiplication symbol (*) 
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We use the asterisk, or star as we commonly say, for multiplica• 
ti on. 
/Visual/ Illustrating division symbol (/) 
We use the virgule, or more commonly, the slash, for division. 
[Camera to Eugene.] We may also use parentheses in PORTR~ 
just as we do in algebra. For example, if we wanted to find the 
distance around the property, we could write P•2.0*(W+S), 
'• 
/Visual/ P•2.0*(W+S) 
where I have used "P" for the perimeter, the distance around the 
property. 
[Camera on Eugene.] Now, with Ellen's assistance, I'll show 
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you another very useful feature of FORTRANo 
ELLEN: In our program we have used simply "W" for the west side and 
"S" for the south side.. We could just as well have called the 
west side "WEST'' and the south side "SOUTH ... 




The only requirements in the names that we choose are that they 
begin with letters of the alphabet and that they do not contain 
more than six characters6 
We could also have used numbers in the names. For example, 
I could have called the west side "SIDEl" and the south side 
"SIOE2." [Places mag cards to the side of the programo] Notice 
again that these names begin with leters of the alphabet and are 
not nx>re than six characters long. 
EUGENE: We are relatively unlimited in our choice of names in 
FORTRAN. usually we choose names that are descriptive of the 
problem, as we did with WEST for the west side and SOUTH for the 
south sidep for example. There is one restriction, however; 
for the present we should restrict the names to names beginning 
with the letters A through H and O through z. 
/Visual/ Animation with man pointing to A0 H and o~z 
The letters I through N are reserved for a special purpose. 
I have been using the typewriter terminal for demonstrating 
the use of the computer.. Ordinarily when one uses the computer 
for FORTRAN problems, he puts his program on punched cards and 
uses these cards for input to the computer. Since you will be 
using punched cards for your programs, I want to show you how to 
go about the task of putting your program on punched cards and 
running the program on the computer. H~re ts an example of a 
computer card printed especially for use in FORTRAN. 
/Visual/ FORTRAN Statement Card (slide) 
Let's take a closer look. 
/visual/ Camera card with FORTRAN Statement Card, Carl pointing 
You will notice that the card contains 80 columns. These 80 
columns are marked off in blocks. Columns 1-5 are used for 
statement numbers, such as the "l" in front of the FORMAT state-
/Visual/ Super: l FORMAT(lHO,FlO.l) 
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ment that we used. Column 6 has a special use that we'll discuss 
when we need to make use of it. Columns 7-72 are the columns in 
which we put anything that we wish the compiler to translate; in 
other words, we put the FORTRAN statements anrwhere in these 
columns. For example, we would put the FORTRAN statement 
/visual/ Super: WEST•75.S 
WEST•75.5 or the statement that stops the execution 
/Visua17 Super: STOP 
anywhere in columns 7-72. Finally, in columns 73-80, the last 
e~ght columns, we can put anything we wish, such as the program-
mer's name or initials or any other information for identifica-
tion purposes. These last eight columns are not compiled. Let 
me remind you that the FORTRAN statement card has the columns 
marked off and labeled, so you can't go wrong if you pay atten-
tion to the labels and the lines on the card. 
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There is an additional label in column 1 of the card. The 
label says "C for conrnent." Frequently the programmer needs to 
write certain information into the program that is not for the 
computer, but for the programmer himself or fpr the purpose of 
identification of the program. Since these are comments for the 
programmer and are not to be compiled, we mst code such comments 
by punching a "C" in column 1 of the card on which this infor-
mation appears. Then the compiler will not compile that state-
ment. We may use anl columns for comments as long as a "C" 
appears in column l. 
[Camera to Eugene.] I have punched the program that is on 
the board into computer cards. 
/Vlsua17 Punched deck fanned out 
Notice that the information punched on the card is also printed 
at the top of the card so that we can read it. I have placed a 
connent card at the front of the program for identifying it. 
Notice the °C" punched in column 1. There is a single card for 
each statement, and the cards are placed so that the f irat state-
ment, WEST•7S.S, is the first card; and END, the last statement, 
is the last card. The cards are read from front to back. 
[Camera to Eugene.] How do you punch the cards? 
/Movie/ Keypunch, card reader, line printer sequence 
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Here is a person using a card punch or keypunch machine. The 
keyboard is very similar to a typewriter keyboard. There you see 
a card that has been punched passing through the card track. 
Once you get your program punched properly, then you place 
your deck of cards, along with the control cards for the partic• 
ular computer system, on the card reader. This card reader you 
see here reads cards at the rate of up to 1000 cards per minute. 
After the program has been compiled and executed, the output 
.. 
comes out on the high-speed line printer. This line printer is 
capable of printing 1100 lines per minute. It's a fantastic 
machine in its own rightl 
The keypunch machine, card reader, and lin~ printer serve 
the same purpose that our typewriter terminal here does. Since 
these machines are no~ portable, we cannot bring them into the 
studio, so we substitute for these machines the portable type-
writer terminal. 
SEYMOUR: Write parenthesis six comma one parenthesis FRONT. 
/Visual/ WRITE(6,l)FRONT 
EUGENE: That~ incidently, was Seymour, who will be helping me out 
along. He's a fine voice, that seymourl 
SEYMOUR: Thank youl 
EUGENE: And courteous tool Isn't he marvelous? 
Now you know enough to write a simple FORTRAN program. Try 
itl 
/Visual/ Caboose with END on it 
APPENDIX C 
QUESTIONNAIRE GIVEN AT THE BEGINNING 
OP' THE SEMESTER 
In order to obtain an attitude score from this questionnaire, 
questions 14, 17, and 20 were scored from 1 (most unfavorable response 
to ITV) to 5 (most favorable response to ITV). The response 
"undecided" was given a value of 3, the same as a response of "don't 
care" or "neither favorable nor unfavorable." The sum of the values 
given to the questions is the score. 
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N ... --------------
Sex Age ___ Classification----
College -------------- Major -----------------. 
1 •. In what city and state (cities and states) did you attend elementary school? 
City---------------- State ----------------
City _______________ __ 
State ------------------
2. What waa the approxi .. te size of the elementary school(s) you attended? 
a. Less than 250 
b. 250 - 500 
c. 500 - 750 
d. 750 - 1000 
e. More than 1000 
f. Don't know 
(If you attended more than one school, indicate the city by the size you marked.) 
3. Did you ever have a subject in elementary school in which television instruction waa 
used in any way? 
a. No (Go directly to question 6, page 2.) 
b. Yes (Please aupply the information for question 4.) 
4. In what subject or subjects was instructional television used, and approxillllltely how 
many times per week was it used? (Mark also the column headed "Total" if the entire 
course was taught by television.) 
Subject Leas 1 2 3 4 S or Don't Total City than 1 more know 
5. How would you rate your overall attitude toward instructional television at the time? 
a. Very favorable 
b. Favorable 
c. Neither favorable nor unfavorable 
d. Unfavorable 




6. In what city and state (cities and states) did you attend secondary school? 
City--------~--------­
City ------------------
7. What was the approximate size of the secondary school(s) you attended? 
a. Lesa than 250 
b. 250 - 500 
c. 500 - 750 
d. 750 - 1000 
e. More than 1000 
f. Don't know 
(If you attended more than one school, indicate the city by the size you marked.) 
8, Did you ever have a subject in secondary school in which instructional television was 
used in any way? 
a. No (Go directly to question 11, page 3.) 
b, Yes (Please supply the information for question 9.) 
9. In what subject or subjects was instructional television used, and approximately 
how 11111ny times per week was it used? (Mark also the column headeli "Total" if the 
entire course was taught by television.) 
Subject Less 1 2 3 4 5 or Don't Total City than 1 more know 
10. How would you rate your overall attitude toward instructional television at the time? 
a. Very, favorable 
b. Favorable 
c. Neither favorable nor unfavorable 
d. Unfavorable 




11. Brie you atteaded any other coll•&•• or univeraiti•• other than Oklahoma State 
Univeraity? 
a. Ho (Go directly to queation 12.) 
b. Yea (Pl•••• aupply the information for the table below.) 
City State Approximate 
enrollment 
12. Have you ever taken a cour•• in colleae in which instructional television waa used 
in any way? 
a. No (Go directly to question 14.) 
b. Yes (Pleaae aupply the information for queation 13.) 
13. In what couraes waa instructional television used, and approximately how many times 
per week was it uaed? (Mark alao the column headed "Total" if the entire course was 
taught by television.) 
Course LeH 1 2 3 4 S or Don't Total 
than 1 more know 
14. How would you rate your overall attitude toward instructional televiaion at the 
college level, regardless of whether you have been expoaed to it? 
a. Very favorable 
b. Favorable 
c. Neither favorable nor unfavorable 
d. Unfavorable 
•· Very unfavorable 
f • Undecided 
College 
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15. Have you aver watched programs of an instructional nature on public television (National 
F.ducational Television, Public Broadcastin1 Corporation, Oklahoma F.ducational Television 
Authority, etc.) outside a atructured classroom aetting? 
a. No 
b. Yes 
c. Don't know 
Page 4 
16. Row wuld you rate your overall attitude toward public television, regardleaa of 
whether you have viewed it? 
a. Very favorable 
b. Favorable 
c. Neither favorable nor unfayorable 
d. Unfavorable 
•· Very unfavorable 
f. Undecided 
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17. What ia your reaction to the fact that inatructional television i• uaecl in this course? 
a. Very favorable 
b. Favorable 
c. Neither favorable nor unfavorable 
d. Unfavorable 
•· Very unfavorable 
f. Undecided 
. 18. What do you expect that your attitude toward the use of inatructional televiaion 
in thi• course will be at the conclusion of the couraeT 
a. Very favorable 
b. Favorable 
c. Neither favorable nor unfavorable 
d. Unfavorable 
•. Very unfavorable 
f. Undecided 
19. Bow would you rate your overall attitude toward the conventional claaarOOll lecture? 
a. Very favorable 
b. Favorable 
c. Neither f,avorable nor unfavorable 
d. Unfavorable 
e. Very unfavorable 
f. Undecidlllllf; 
20. Would you pr.t'er that thi• courae be tauaht uaing the conventional clasaroo• lecture 
or televiaion instruction? 
a. Strongly prefer conventional lecture 
b. Lean toward conventional lecture 
c. Don't care 
d. Lean toward 'lV 
e. Strongly prefer 'lV 
f. Undecided 
APPENDIX D 
QU!STIONNAIU GIVEN AT 'ml !NI) 
or THE SBM!STBI 
The attitude sCQre based upon this queatlonnalre was obtained 
by scoring the reaponHa from 1 (most unfavorable response to ITV) to 
5 (most favorable response to ITV), using question• 1, 2, and l, 
and then accuaulatlng the sum of the numbers. The response "undecid· 
ed" was given a value of 3, the same as a response of "don't care" or 




------------------------------- Lab section -------
Here is a record of your attendance for the semester. 
Attended the conventional class times 
Attended t~ TV class times 
Percent attendance to the TV class ts I 
Pl,a$e ltst one or more reasons in decreasing order of importance 
wby you chose to attend or not to attend the TV class as you did; 
then please go to the next page. 
Thank you for your cooperation in participating in the experimental 
lecture sections. Please do this one last questionnaire. Your 
respons~ will in no way effect your grade in the course. 
1. Ho~ would you rate your overall attitude toward instructional 
television at the college level? 
a. Very favorable 
b. Favorable 
c. Neither favorable nor unfavorable 
d. Unfavorable. 
e. Very unfavorable 
f. Undecided 
2. What is your reaction to the use of instructional television in 
t~is particular course? 
a. Very favorable 
b. Favorable 
c. Neither favorable nor unfavorable 
d. Unfavorable 
e. Very unfavorable 
£. Undecided 
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3. Wotild you prefer that this course be taught using the conventional 
cl.,asroom lecture or television instruction? 
a. Strongly prefer conventional lecture 
b. Lean toward conventional lecture 
c. Don't care -
d. Lean toward TV 
e. Strongly prefer TV 
f. Undecided 
4. Is your attitude toward instructional television different now from 
your attitude when you came into this course as a result of having 
se~n at least one television lesson? 
a. Attitude is unchanged 
b. Attitude toward TV ts improved 
c. Attitude toward TV ls worse than before 
d. Undecided 
S. Is your attitude toward instructional television at the conclusion 
of this course what you expected it to be when the course began? 
a. Attitude is the same as expected 
b. Attitude is better than expected 
c. Atti~ude is worse than expected 
d. Undecided 
APPENDIX E 
THE SCHULZE SHORT DOGMATISM SCALE 
The score on the dogmatism scale was obtained by adding 4 to 
each response and then accumulating the sum. If no response was 
marked, then a zero was assigned before calculating the score. 
The higher the score ts, the more dogmatic the respondent iso The 
total possible score ts 70. 
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The following is a study of what the general public thinks and feels 
about a number of impartant social and personal questions. The best 
answer to each atatement ,below is your personal opinion. We have tried 
to cover many different and opposing points of view; you may find your• 
self agreeing strongly with some of the statements, disagreeing just as 
strongly with others, and perhaps uncertain about others; whether you 
agree or disagree with any statement, you can be sure that many people 
feel the same as you do. · 
Mark each stats~nt in the left margin according to how much you agree 
or disagree with it. Please mark every one. 
Write +l, +2, +3, or ·l, -2, -3, depending on how you feel tn each 
case. 
+l: I agree a little ·l: I disagree a little 
+2: I agree on the whole 
+3: I agree very much 
·2: I disagree on the whole 











Most people just don't know what's good for them. 
A person who thinks primarily of his own happiness ts beneath 
·contempt. 
In the history of mankind there have probably 1been ju•t 
handful of really great thinkers. · \ "' a 
The worst crime a person can commit is to attack publically 
the people who believe in the same thing he does. 
In the long run the best way to live ts to pick friends and 
associates whose tastes and beliefs are the same as one's 
own. 
In this complicated world of ours the only way we can know 
what ls going on is to rely upon leaders or experts who can 
be trusted. 
Fundamentally, the world we live in ts a pretty lovely place. 
While I don't like to admit this even to myself, I sometimes 
have the ambition to become a great man like Ei~stetn, or 
Beethoven, or Shakespeare. 
Once I get wound up in a heated discussion I just can't stop. 
It is often desirable to reserve judgment about what's going 
on until one has a chance to hear the opinions of those one 
respects. 
Table XIX contains the attendance data for the students enrolled 
in the experimental section. 
The column labeled "IJ" contains the student's identification 
number. The first two digits of the number are the laboratory sec• 
tion number in which the student was enrolled, and the last four 
digits form a number use.d for alphabetical sequencin8• 
The colum labeled "CODE'' contains the notation used by the 
University for identifying the 111tudent•s college, his classification, 
and his sex. The abbreviations used for colleges are as follo~s: 
AG Agriculture 





HE Home Economics 
T:I Technical Institute 







. 6 Graduate (Master's Degree) 
The sex of the student.is indicated by ."M" for male and "I"' 
for. female •. · 
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For example, a code of "BUlF'' means a fetnale freshman enrolled ln 
the College of Business. 
T~ code of "AUD" means that the student was auditing the course. 
All students were required to attend the first TV lesson on 25 
January. The students were free to choose whether they attended the 
TV class or the conventional class (designated "LIVE" in the table) 
beginning with the s~cond lesson on 1 February. 
TABLE XIX 
ATTENDANCE RECORDS FOR All STUDENTS BY LESSONS 
~--·~~~.~~~--------~--------------------~---------1 I I I ATTENDANCE RECORD 
I I I JANI FEB I MAR I APR IMAY 
I I 125 I 1 I e 115 122 I 1 115 129 I 5 112 119 126 I 3 
I o I coo E I I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 11 o 111 112 I 13 
-----f----t----+---+---+---+---+---t---t---t---+--+---+---+---+---
------+----+----+---+---~+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---
Ol0020IEN3M1LIVEJ I * I I I I I I J I I I I 
I I TV I • I I • I • I I * I • I * I • I * I I * I • 
------+----+----+--+---+--+--+---+---t---+--+--+---+-+-+--
090050IBU2MIL1 VE I I • I * I I I I I • I • I * I * I • I • 
I I TV I * I I I • I • I * I * I I I I I I 
-----+----+---+---+--+--+--t-t--+-+---+---+-+-+--+---
040070 I AG3 MI l I VE I I * I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I I * I • I * I * I * I * I * I • I * I • I * 
-----+----+----+--+---+---+---+---t---t---+---+---t---i---+---+---
110130IGR6F I l I VE I I * I * I • I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I I I I * I * I • I * I * I • I * I • I * 
------+----+----+--+---+---t---t---t---+---+~+--+---+---+---+---
040140 I BU l" IL IVE I I • I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I • I I * I I • I * I • I * I * I • I * I * I * 
------+----+----t---+---+---+-+---t---+---+--+--+--+---+--+--
090160IGR5MIl1 VE I I * I I * I • I * I * I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I I • I I I I I * I • I * I * I * I • 
------+----+----+---+---+---+---4---t---+---t---+---+---+---+---+---
010190I8U 2M I l 1 VE t I I . I I · I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I * I * I • I * I * I * I I * I • I * I I 
------+----t----t---+---t---+--+---+---+---+--t---t---+--+--+--
010210 I BU l MIL IVE I I • I * I I I I I I I I I I 










I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I *' I* *' *' I*'*'* I I*' I I I I I I I I I t +--+--+--+--+--+--+--t--+--+--+--+ l *I *I *I *I *I *I *I *l' * I I *I ---1---.J.--J.---1---~--.J.--J.-- --.J.--.J.--.J. 
I * I * I * I * I I * I I * I * 1' * I * I t t I I I I t I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I*' *I* *' *' * * *'*I*'*' I I I I I I I I t t I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ ' I I I I I I I I I I I 
I* *I *I *I*' *t *I*'* l *t *I I I I t I I I .J.~~+--+---1--~+--+-~.J.~-J.~-+~- ~-+-~+ 
' I ' I I I I I I I I I I *I *I *I* *' I* *'* * *I I I I I I I I I I t I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
I*' .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 *'*I I*' I I t I I t I t I I t +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--t--+--+ I I I I I I I I I I I *I *I* I *I I *I*'* I* *I 
I I t I I I t I I I I 
T--~--·--r--+--+--·--·--·--+--+--+ I I I I I I ' I I I * * *'*I I* I* I I I 
I t I t I I I I I I I I t --+--+--+--+--r--+--+--+--+--+--+ I I ' I I I I I I I 
I *I* *I *I* **I *I* t I* I t I t I I t t I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
I I ' I I I I I I I I I 
I *I *t *t* I*'* I *I* I**' I I t I t I I I I I I I r --+--•--+--+--•--r--+--+--+--+--+ I I I 1· I I I I I I 
I * I * I * I * * * I * I * t * I * * t I I I I I I I I I t I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * * * I * I I I I I I I I I I I 
T--+--+--+--+--+--r--+--+--+--+--+ w aw lw lw IW IW w IW tW 1w lw I l>>I>> >> >>1>>1>> >>I>> >> >> >>I 1-~1-~1-~ -~1-~1-r1-~1-rl-~1-r1-r1 
I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ t~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I 
t --r--r--t--+--•--r--+--r--+--•--• 2; Z: a. Z: IZ: 12; U. IX: Z: IZ: la; I 
I,,, I~ IN IN IN I" I" ,,,, I" I~ IN I 
•=> .~ .~ I"' '"' ,;J I"' ,z , .... r;:) '"' 1 1m 1m 1m IC tc 1m c IW ·~ m IC I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 to 10 10 I 
IN to 10- tin 1-t 1co 1,,, tin 1-0 I"'" t-t I 
IN I"' 1-t lln 1.0 1..0 1m ICX> ICU ICX> 10-
tO 10 10 10 10 10 10 IO 10 10 10 I 
10- 10- I" 10- 1~ I" lln ICX> 10 10- 10- I 
10 0 10 IO 0 10 10 10 I" IO 10 I 
TABLE XIX (CONTINUED) 
------+----+----+---+---+---+---+---t---t---+---+---+---+---+---+---
090950 I B U3~ILIVEI I • I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I I * I * I * I • I * I * I * I * I * I * I ------+----+----i---t---t---t---t---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---
031110IAS4 MIL IVE I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I • I * I I I I I I I I I I 
------t----+----t---t---t---+---+---+---1----+---t---+---+---+---+---
09ll80IBU2~1LIVEI I • I ~.I I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I I I * I * I * I * I * I * I • I * I * I * 
------t----+----t---+---+---t---+---+---+---t---+---t---+---+---+---
011220 I BU l FI l I VE I I * I I * I I * I • I • I * I I • I * I 
I I TV I * I I I I I I I I I I I I 
------+----+----+---+---t---t---t---t---+---+---+---+---+---+---t---
031360IBU1FIl1 VE I I • I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I l * I * I * I * I * I I * I I I I 
------+----+----+---+---+---+---t---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---
081430IAS3~ILIVEI I • I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I I * I * I * I * I * I I * I * I • I * I * ------t----+----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---
061500 I BU l MI l I VE I l*l*l*I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I I I I I I * I * I I * I * I I * I 
------+----t----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---
051630IAS4 MIL IVE I I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * 
I I TV I * I I I I I I I I I I I I 
------+----+----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---
041670 I BU l~ILIVEI I • I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I I * I * I I * I * I I * I I ·· * I I 
------+----+--~t---+---+---+---+---t---+---t---+---+---+---+---+---
04l700IBU2 MIL I VE I I I I I I I I I * I I I I 
I I TV I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I I I * I * I * I * 
------+----+----t---+---+---+---t---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---
l l l 830 IT I3M IL I VE I I • I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I I I * I * I * I * I I I I I I I 
------+----+----+---+·---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+--- '° '° 
-c 
w 











I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I *I*' •1 I *I *I *I *I I I I I I I 1· I I I I t--+--+--+--+--+--1--+--+--+--+--+ 
I * I ·1 * I I I * I * I I * I * I I I . I I I I +--J..-- --.J.--+--+-- --.J.--+--+--+--+ 
I I ·I •I I ·i *I I* I •I •I ·I i:-i--i-:i--i-:r-;r-:i;-r--r-:t1-:r I I I I I I I I I I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ l I I I I I I I I I I I *I* *I *I *I *I* I *I *I* --.l---.J.--.J.--..J.--.J.--+--.J.--..J.--..J.--..J.--.J. 
I. I .1 .1 I .1 .1 .1. I .1 .t .1 
I I I I I I I I I I I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
1. I*' .1 I .1 .1 '*I .1 .1 *' I I I I I I I I I I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ I I I I I I I I I I I I 
'* *I* I*' *I '*I* *' * I I I I I I I I I I I 
T--r-:+1 --r~-r-:r--·1 --t1 :-r-:r-:r--r 
I· .I I I I I I I +--+--+--•--+--•--+--+--•--+--r--r I I I I I I I I I I 
I*' I * *I I *I *I *I* * * *I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
+--+--+--+--+-~+--+--+--+--+--+--+ I I I~ I I ·1 ·I I I I I I 
I * I * * I * I * * I * I * I * * I 
It I I I I It I I I ·-- --·--·--·--•--+--+-- --·--·--r I I I I I I I I I * I * I * I * I * I * t * I * * I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
+--+-~+--+--+--+~-+~-+-~+~-+--+--r I I I I I I I I I ' I * I * I * * I * * I * * * I * I * 
I I I I I I I I I I 
t~-+~-+-~+--+~-+--+~~r-~+-~+~-+--+ w 1w 1w IW lw IW IW w IW IW IW I 
I>> >> >>I>> >>l>>1>>1>>1>>1>>t>>1 
1-~1-~1-~·-~·-~·-~·-~·-~ -~·-~·-~ 
I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~+~ I~ I 
·--+--+--+~-+-~+--+--+~-+-- -~+~-+ 
IX ta. 1:1: la. IU.. l:E IU.. IZ: IU.. :it IZ: I 
I~ IN I~ IN IN IN I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I 
I~ l~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I""' 10 I~ I~ I~ I 
ICD CD. ct ICD ct ICD ~ IW CD ct ct 
+-- --i--+--!--+--+--+--..J.--~---'---J.. 10 10 10 10 10 10 IO 10 10 10 10 I 
1 ,.. ,.. a- 1-0 '"' IN 1co Ill\ 1-0 1co IO' I 
•~ 10- 10- lo 1- IN IN 1~ 1~ 1 ~ 1~ 1- 1- ,~ N N N IN IN IN N IN I ''° • O' - "' ,. " ·~ '° 10 ~ 10 0 10 - 10 10 1- 10 10 ·~ 10 
-0 
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:::> z -~ 
c u -
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1-~·-~·-~•-~1-~·-~·-~·-~·-~·-~1-~ 
I~ I~ t~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I 
+--+--t-~+-~+--+~-+~-+-~+-~+--t--+ 
ILL ILL LL 1% 12: ILL IZ: 1:a;. IZ: l:E :a: I 
I~ I~ I" IN I~ I~ I~ I~ IN IN I~ I 
10 I::> I~ I=> t:::> I~ I::> ,~ IZ I::> I~ I 
1w 1m 1m 1m 1m 14 1m m tw 1m •~ 1 
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10' 10 ·~ 1r- ''° ,,... 10' 111'1 ''° '" ICO I 
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TABLE XIX CCONTINUEDt 
-~--+----+----+---+---+---+---+---+---t---+---+---+---+---+~t---
013120IGRtM1 LIVE I J I 1 I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I * I * I * I * I * j * I * I * I * I * I * I ------+----+----+---t---t---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---t---+---
063240IBU2 MIL IVE l I • I * I I I * I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * l I I * I * I I * I * I I * I * I * I * 
------+----+----t---+---+---t---+---+---+---t---t---+---+---t~t---
083270 IE N4,, IL IVE I I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I I * I * I * I * 
I I TV I * I I , I I I I I I I I I I 
------+----+----+---+---t---+---t---+---+---+---t---+---+---+---+---
103355IAS4 MIL I VE l I * I I I . I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * ------+----+----+---+---+---t---+---t---t---+---+---+---+---+---+---
043360 I BU l f'- IL IVE I I * I * I * I I * I I I I * I * I * I 
I I TV I * I I I I * I I * I * I I I I I 
------i----i----i---i---+---+---t---+---t---+---+---+---+---t---+---
053380IHE3 M J LI VE I I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * 
I I TV I * I I I I I I I I I I I I 
------+----+----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---
093470 I AS l FIL IVE I I • I I * I I * I * I * I* I I * I* I 
I I TV I * I I I I I I I I I I I I 
------+----+----+---i---t---+---+---+---+---t---+---+---+---+---+--~ 
023490IBU2,,ILIVEI I * I I I * I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I I * I * I I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * 
------+----+----t---i---+---+---+---+---+---+---t---t---+---+---+---
023530IAS3 MIL I VE I I * I I * I * I I I I I * I * I * I * 
I I TV I * I I * I I I * I * I * I * I I I I 
------+----+----+---t---+---+---+---+---t---i---t---+---t---t---+---
063580) BU2~1LIVEI I * I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I 
------~----+~---t---+---+---+---+---t---t---t---+---+---+---t---+---
053590 I GR6 MIL I VE I I * J * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I I * 
I I TV I * I I I I I I I I I I I I 

















I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I *I* I* I*'* *' *' *'*'*I I I I I I I I I I I I i--i-:i:-r;-t-;;-;r-:i-;+1,-:r:-i:-T 
I I I I l I I I I I I 
+--+--+-~+-- --+--+~~+--+~-+--+-~+ 
I I * I * I * t' * I * I * I * I * I * I * I I I I I I I I I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
I I .1. I• I .1 *I .1 *I I* I. I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ l I*'* I* I*'*' I*'*'* 1.: --+--+--+--.J..--~--!--.J..--+--~--+--+ I I I I I I I I I I I I I * I * I * * * I * * I * I * I * I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I* I * * * *I* I *I *I * I* I I 1. I I I I I I I I I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ I I. I I I 'I I I I I I I 
' I*'*'*'* *'*I*' I*'* I I I I I I I I I I I I r--r:-r:-r:-r-:r:-r-:r-;r-:r:-r:-r 
I I I I I I I I I' I I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * 1' I I I I I I I I I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I * * I *' * I * ' I * I * I * I * * I I I I I I I I I I I I +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
I I I I I I I ' I I I I 
I* I* I * I* I * I * *I* I *I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
+--+--+~-+~~+--T--+~~+--+--+--+--~ 
I I I t I I I I I I I I *'*I I *I *I I *I *I *I *I *I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--~ 1w IW IW IW 1w 1w IW IW 1w IW 1w I 
1>>1>>1>>1>> >>1>>l>>1>>1>>l>>1>>1 
1-~1-~•-~•-~1-~·-~·-~1-~1-~1-~1-~ 
I~ I~+~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I +--+-- --+--+--t--+--+--+--+--+--~ 1:11; IZ: &. 1% l::C l::C l:C 1a. l:C 1a. I 
I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ IU IN IN I~ I~ I~ I 
i=> •- •~ i~ •=> i=> •=> •~ i- •~ 1=> I IU> I~ let IU> IU> IC( ICC IC:C I~ IC:C al 
+--+--T--+--+--+--+--+--t--+--+--~ 10 10 10 10 10 I"' 10 10 O 10 10 I 
,,._ I"' ,,._ ICX> I"' 1'4" ICX> I~ I~ 1'4" ,,._ I 
,,.. ICO ICX> ICX> I"' 10 , .... IN ,..,.. I~ ·~ ' 
ll'f'I 11'1"1 ltt\ ltt\ l'l"I I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ I 
I,._ I~ 10' IN I" IO IC1' IC1' 10 I~ I.,.. I 
10 ,.,.. 10 to 10 1.,.. 10 IO 1.,.. 10 ,.,.. I 
TABLE XIX lCONTINUEDt 
------+----+----t---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---t---t---i---i---i---
044 51 o I A 52 ft IL IVE I I I I * I * I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I * I * I I I * I I I I I t I 
------t----i----i---t---+---t---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---
044540IAG2 MIL I VE I I • I * I * I * I * I * I I * I * I * I I 
I I TV I * I I I I I I I t I I I I 
------+----+----t---+---+---+---+---+---+---t---+---+---+---+---+---
0 l4600 I BU4M IL IVE I I • I * I * I • I * I * I * I * I * I * I * I * 
I I TV I * I I '"' I I I I I I I I I I 
------+----+----+---+---t---+---+---+---+---+---+---t---t---t---+---
C 94700 I BU2~ILIVEI I * I * I I I I I I I I I I ~. 
I I TV I * I I I * I * I * I I * I * I * I I I * 
------+----+----+---+---+---t---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---t---t---
084720 I B U4 MIL IVE I I I I * I * I * J * I * I I * I * t * I 
I I TV I * I * I * I I I I I I I I I I 
------+----+----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---
094735 I AG4M I l I VE I I• I* I I I I I I I I I I 
I I TV I * I I I * I * I * I * I I I I I I 
------+----t----+---+---+---+---+---t---t---+---+---+---+---+---+---
114830IGR6., IL 1 VE I I * I * I * I * I 1 I I I I I I * 






SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE DATA BY STUDENTS 
Table XX contains a suftl'l'lary of the attendance record for each 
student enrolled in the experimental section starting with the second 
lesson when the choice of attending the TV class or the conventional 
class was available. 
The "ID" and "CODE" columns are explained in Appendix F. 
The "'Z TV ATTENDED" is based upon the number of times the student 
attended the TV class out of the total number of times he attended 
both classes. 
The column labeled "TIMES CHANGED" shows the number of times the 




SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE DATA BY STUDENTS 
I I VISJTSIVISITSI 
I I TIMESITO LIVEI TO TVI TOTALI I TV I TIMES 
10 ICODEIABSENTI CLASS I CLASSIVISITSIATTENOEDICHANGEO 
--------+---+~~--... --i~~--~----+------~----... + ...... -----+-------
010020 EN3MI 2 1 9 10 90 1 
090050 BU2MI 0 8 4 12 33 2 
040070 AG3MI 0 1 11 12 92 - 1 
110130 GR6FI 0 3 9 12 75 1 
040140 BUlMl - 1 1 10 11 91 l 
090160 GR5MI 0 5 1 12 58 3 
010190 BU2MI 3 0 9 9 100 0 
010210 BUlMI 0 2 10 12 83 1 
090220 BU3MI 0 1 11 12 92 1 
090300 BU4MI 2 1 9 10 90 1 
010490 BU2MI 0 1 11 12 92 1 
090550 AS2M 1 2 9 11 82 1 
030640 AS2M 1 0 11 11 100 0 
010680 BUlM 4 0 8 8 ' 100 0 050830 ASlf 2 1 9 10 I 90 2 080850 EN3M 1 1 10 11 I 91 l 
100860 TilM 0 12 0 12 I 0 0 
- 0908 70 BU4M 5 0 7 1 I 100 0 
090940 AG2M 1 1 10 11 I 91 1 
090950IBU3M 1 1 10 11 . I 91 l 
031110IAS4M 10 0 2 2 I 100 0 
09llBOIBU2M (J 2 10 12 I 83 1 
011220IBUlf 4 8 0 8 I 0 0 
031360IBU1F 5 1 l 6 7 I 86 1 
081430IAS3M 1 1 10 11 I 91 l 
061500IBU1MI 4 3 5 8 I 63 1 
051630IAS4MI 0 12 0 12 I 0 0 
041670IBU1MI 5 l 6 1 I 86 l 
041700 I BU2M I l l 10 11 I 91 2 
lll830JTI3MI 1 l 4 5 I 80 l 
061870IBU3Ml 3 9 0 9 i 0 0 
041970IBU2MI 2 l 9 10 I 90 2 
091990IAS1MI 1 0 11 11 I 100 0 
112060IBU2MI 11 1 0 1 I 0 0 
052150IAS2FI 1 0 11 11 I 100 0 
042220JBU2MI 3 1 8 9 ' 89 1 112280IT13FI 7 0 5 5 I 100 0 012350IED4MI 0 12 0 12 I 0 0 
0623601 BUlFJ 2 l 9 J 10 I 90 1 
102380IAS3MI 0 1 11 I 12 I 92 1 
0323<;0IAS1MI 1 1 10 I 11 I 91 2 
042490IED4FI 0 2 10 I 12 I 83 4 
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TABLE xx C CONT INUEDJ 
052500IBU1FI . 4 1 7 8 I 88 1 
022540IBU1FI 2 9 1 10 I 10 2 
052570IBU2MI 2 2 8 10 I 80 1 
092660IBU1MI 0 0 12 12 100 0 
042610IAS1FI 1 11 0 11 0 0 
0326CJOIBU4MI 8 1 3 4 75 1 
092750IBU4MI 2 8 2 10 20 1 
062160IEN2MI 5 2 5 7 71 1 
023010IBU2MI 0 12 0 12 0 0 
013080IAS4MI 2 0 10 10 100 0 
013120IGR6MI 1 0 11 11 100 0 
063240IBU2MI 1 3 8 11 73 3 
083270IEN4MI 1 11 0 11 0 0 
103355IAS4MI 0 1 11 12 92 1 
043360IBU1MI 2 7 3 10 30 It 
053380IHE3MI 0 12 0 12 0 0 
093470IAS1FI 4 8 0 8 0 0 
023490 8U2M I 0 2 10 12 83 3 
023530 AS3MI 0 7 5 12 42 4 
063580 BU2MI 1 1 10 11 91 1 
053590 GR6MJ 1 11 0 11 0 0 
013110 BUlM I 8 4 0 4 0 0 
113850 TI 3MI 0 3 9 12 15 3 
093870 ASlMI 1 11 0 11 0 0 
023880 BU3MI 0 11 1 12 8 2 
013950 BUlMI 0 2 10 12 83 1 
104045 AUD I 2 3 7 10 10 3 
094·1so BU2MI 1 2 9 11 82 l 
094240 AS2MI (, 1 11 12 92 2 
104340 TI4MI 3 0 9 9 100 0 
044440 ASlMI 0 12 0 12 0 0 
1144 7 0 B Ul M I 0 10 2 12 17 l 
044510 AS2MI 1 2 3 5 60 2 
044540 AG2MI 3 9 0 9 0 0 
014600 BU4MI 0 12 0 12 0 0 
C94700 BU2MI 3 I 2 1 9 78 1 
084720 BU4MI 2 I 8 2 10 20 1 
094735 AG4MI 6 I 2 4 6 67 1 
114830 GR6MI 0 I 5 7 12 58 2 
APPENDIX H 
ATTITUDE SCORES, CUMULATIVE GRADE 
POINT AVERAGES, AND PERFORMANCE 
IN THE COURSE 
Table XXI lists some miscellaneous data used in the statistical 
analysis of the attendance data. 
The columns labeled "ID" and "CODE'' are explained in Appendix F. 
Prior exposure to instructional television ts coded tn the col• 
umn _labeled 0 P!lIOR I.TV"; a "l" indicates no prior exposure, and a "2'' 
indicates prior exposure. 
In order to obtain an attitude score on the pretest questionnaire 
(Appendix C), questions 14, 17, and 20 were scored from l (most unfa• · 
vorable response to ITV) to 5 (most favorable response to ITV). The 
response "undecided" was given a value of 3, the same as a response 
of "don't care" or "net ther favorable nor unfavorable." The sum of 
the values given to the questions was used as the score. 
The attitude score on the posttest was obtained by scoring 
questions 1, 2, and 3 of the posttest questionnaire (Appendix O) in 
the same manner as the pretest questionnaire was scored. 
The score on the dogmatism scale (Appendix E) was obtatne.d by 
adding 4 to each of the ~responses and accurrulating the sum of the 
numbers. If no responsJ was marked, then a zero was assigned before 
calculating the score. More dogmatic respondents score higher. 
108 
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The grade point averages were obtained from the Off ice of the 
Registrar and are cumulative grade point averages through the Fall 
semester of 1970. (Grade point averages were not available for those 
students enrolling for the first time or enrolling after a break in 
enrollment.) 




A"[TITUOES, CUMULATIVE GRADE POINT 
AVERAGES, ANO COURSE PERFORMANCE 
IATTITUDEIATTITUDEIDOGMATISMI 
I IPRIORI SCALE, I SCALE, I SCALE I 




GPA I COURSE 
---~--+---~+-~~+--~----+--~ ...... ---+~-~----+~----+----~~-
010020IEN3MI 2 9 13 48 3.3291 95 
090050IBU2MI 2 11 7 41 I 76 
040010 AG3MI 1 9 10 40 2.1521 90 
110130 GR6FI 1 9 11 43 I 82 
040140 BUlMI 2 6 11 31 2.2so1 88 
090160 GR5MI 1 8 12 33 1.soo1 89 ' 
010190 BU2MI 2 7 9 32 2. 3751 73 
010210 BUlMI 2 6 9 27 3.0001 76 
090220 BU3MI 2 11 12 40 2.4391 63 
090300 BU4M I . 1 8 14 36 . I 77 
010490 BU2MI 2 8 12 43 2.4281 85 
090550 AS2MI 2 9 9 37 3. 571 I 100 
030640 AS2MI 2 6 11 45 3. 3611 85 
010680 BUlMI 2. 6 10 57 2.1871 35 
050830 ASlFI 2 9 11 32 3e 1t66I 88 
080850 EN3MI 2 9 12 36 I 81 
100860 TllMI 2 8 8 49 2.0001 90 
090870 BU4MI 1 I 9 . 12 16 1.9801 60 
090940IAG2MI 2 10 . 15 47 3.6451 91 
090950IBU3MI l 8 10 42 2.1551 67 
031110IAS4HI 2 12 12 54 I 94 
091180IBU2HI 2 5 12 34 I 91 
011220IBU1FI 2 5 5 52 2.5001 80 
031360IBU1FI 1 8 1.1331 0 
081430IAS3MI 2 5 11 36 2.4511 82 
061500IBU1MI 2 1 9 41 2.2001 61 
051630 I AS4MI 2 6 3 45 2. 5861 79 
04167CIBU1Ml 2 6 11 30 2. 833 I 67 
0417COIBU2MI 2 7 10 47 1.8371 87 
11183CIT13HI 2 11 2.9191 18 
061870IBU3MI 1 5 5 34. 2.5241 65 
041970IBU2MI 2 5 12 35 1. 8511 81 
091990IAS1HI 1 12 15 38 3.0001 91 
1120601 BU2MI 2 9 10 30 2.0001 75 
05215CIAS2FI 2 7 11 42 2. 8651 94 
042220IBU2MI 2 3 1. 893 I 29 
112280ITI3FI 1 10 15 36 I 95 
012350IED4MI 1 5 3. 7361 102 
062360IBU1FI 1 6 14 45 3. 3681 72 
102380IAS3HI 1 8 15 36 I 97 
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TABLE XXI CCONTINUEDI 
032390IAS1MI . 2 7 14 39 13.000I 92 
042490IE04FI 2 5 11 34 I 3.1201 89 
0525COIBU1FI 2 4 13 34,,, 12.2001 80 
022540IBU1FI 1 6 9 42 12.1331 50 
052570IBU2MI 2 6 7 ,~f: 12.8691 71 
092660 BUlMI 1 10 13 js , I I 89 
042610 ASlFI 2 8 1 34 I 3. 2301 61 
032690 BU4MI 2 4 11 15 12.4821 87 
092750 BU4MI 1 11 5 29 2. 0391 61 
062760 EN2MI 1 7 9 43 2.4241 45 
023010 BU2MI 2 4 8 30 2.8181 83 
0130 80 AS4M I 1 8 14 45 2.3331 63 
013120 GR6MI 1 10 3.8001 73 
063240 BU2MI 2 8 10 37 2.9141 85 
083270 EN4MI 1 8 8 55 2.3891 80 
103355 AS4MI 1 8 10 42 I 89 
043360 BUlMI 2 10 10 43 3.5001 80 
053380 HE3MI 2 6 5 28 2.121 a 85 
0934 70 A Slf I 2 4 5 34 3.0711 83 
023490 BU2MI · 2 11 14 41 3.0001 86 
023530 AS3HI 2 5 . 11 22 3. 8071 97 
063580 BU2MI 2 6 12 42 2.1061 75 
053590 GR6MI 2 4 5 44 2. 500 I 93 
07377C BUlMI 2 5 11 61 2.2001 63 
113850 Tl3MI 1 9 9 52 I 78 
093870 ASlMI 2 6 5 42 l. 4661 91 
023880 BU3M( 1 10 8 32 2.4261 73 
013950 BUlMI 2 9 11 38 2.4001 65 
104045 AUD I l '.; 8 4.0001 52 
094180 BU2MI 1 8 13 35 2.2761 86 
094240IAS2MI 1 9 15 I 39 I 97 
104340ITI4MI 1 6 12 I 28 3.0701 10 
044440IAS1MI 2 9 4 I 32 2.4001 98 
ll4470JBU1MI 1 9 4 I 33 2. 533 I 57 
044510IAS2MI 2 11 I I I 27 
044540IAG2MI 1 6 5 I 38 I l. 7441 75 
Ol4600IBU4Ml 2 7 7 I 36 12.7521 84 
094700IBU2MI 2 3 5 I 34 I l.8931 56 
C84720IBU4MI 1 8 10 I 33 11. 9891 71 
094735IAG4MI 1 12 14 I 29 13.042. 75 
ll4830IGR6MI 1 9 15 I I I 82 
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